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Will Not Visit California.
San Francisco, April 26. In a teleHADLEY
graphic message addressed to Governor Johnson yesterday, from Knox-ville- ,
Tenn., Theodore Roosevelt said
he believed he could win the republi
can nomination without the assist
ance of California delegates, and that
he would be unable to make a cam
paign in this state.
With three weeks' working time
before the presidential pirmaxy elec- EXPECTS SERIOUS OUTBREAK
CONVENWHEN MISSOURI
tion, Senator Robert M. LaFolleUe
left for Fresno today and will opeu
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his California campaign in that city
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The officers of the club shall con
sist of a president, a secretary-trea- s
A
urer and an advisory board, consist inn
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being members ol
MAY
said board; and said advisory board
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John B.; Burns, Thos. D.; Catron, sirous that
in supply. In less than two years the
every citizen
elected members of the advisory
Charles C; Clark, John 8.; Chaves
M.
making clean-u- p
board: John
day a big success. people have been awakened from the
Bowman, Squire James
W.; Crampton, E. C; Chrisman The
process of cleaning the premises unsanitary slumber of decades, and
Hartt, James W. Chaves, Juan J. W.
Juan J.", Cooney,
H.;
Clancy,
with a spirit
may as well begin at once In order hare become Imbued
Clancy and George W. Tripp.
Downs
On motion duly seconded and car Thomas; Cordova, Manuel;
that the sweep may be clean. The that promises to lift them from near
Charles P.; Goodell, A. S.; Gallegos
ried, the president appointed the fol E. T!.;
city has already done a great deal to- the tall of the procession straight to
Hartt,
Squire, Jr.; Hilton, Con
R.
committee
on
ward keeping the streets clean, all a place among the leaders in sanitary
finance: J.
lowing
rad N.; Holt, H. R; Labadle, Tran
rubbish and papers being removed civilization.
Skidmore, Zacarias Padilla and B. P.
qulllno; Ilfeld, L. C; Llewellyn, W
The Man Who Chased Dirt
a week. The effect upon the
twice
Pankey.
H. H.; Laugh ren, Charles J.; Lobato.
On motion duly seconded and carDoctor Dowling Is the force that is
of the city has alJose A.; Lucero J. P.; McCoy, William general appearance
ried, the president appointed the fol M.;
been noticed.
responsible. Since his Induction into
Manzanares, M. P.; Miera, B. A ready
The council determined to attempt office he has waged a campaign unilowing committee on entertainment:
Charles J. Laughren, C. N. Hilton, O. McGllllvray, Duncan; Montoya, Luis to derive an additional revenue by que In the history of state officials in
R.; Moreno,
Presciliano;
Navarm,
T. Toombs, Thomas Cooney and Bias
placing the city funds on interest A this country.
Juan: Padilla Zacarias; Page, qp
SanHies.
"What's the matter with Louisiresolution
offered by Mr. Forsythe,
B. F.; Quintana, Flap
On motion duly seconded and car- ory; Pankey,
treasurer
ana?"
that
ito
the
effect
the
"Dirt," was Doctor Dowling
city
Cisco; Romero, Boleelo;
Sanchez
ried the following rules and regula
to deposit the city funds verdict. And In two years ho has
instructed
be
J.
R.; Toombs, Os
tions were unanimously adopted by Bias; Skidmore,
car; Tripp George W.; Trujillo Ju- In the bank or other financial institu- forced a whole commonwealth literalthe Republican Social club:
in- ly to give itself a
thorough washing.
lian; Tulley, James V.; Vargas, An tion offering the highest rate of
For the purpose of good felowshlp,
was
To stand up before a state e !:.
balances
passed
tonlo D.; Young, John B.; Sulzer. terest on daBy
social intercourse ana to furnish a
Joseph; Joerns, John; Staplln, Frank; by a unanimous vote. The resolution cially one's own state and tell it,
meeting place where all republicans Armljo,
also Instructed the treasurer to be not In careful emasculated trms but
George W.
may meet together at any time, for
On motion, an invitation was ex- ready to report at the next meeting in short, ugly words, that it is a dirpleasure and informal discussion of tended to all
ty state and that its dirt is due wholrepublicans to become what action he had taken.
them: We the undersigned, hereby en
A resolution by Alderman Hays to ly to dirty people, comes near to be-members of the club and an invitairoll ourselves as members of the Re
tion was also extended to republicans the effect that $250 of the annual ap ing an ultimate tsst of courage But
publican Social club.
throughout the state who might visit propriation of $500 be paid at once to do it in such a way that, .houg'i
It 1b the Intention to secure suitable Santa
Fe to enjoy the rights and priv- to the park commission in order that It shocked and awakened Rw 'a':
quarters In the city of Santa Fe,
ileges of the club during their stay it may begin its summer work, was as it seldom had Inen shocked or
where members can assemble even In
Santa Fe.
awakened before, it did not ' makr it
passed without a dissenting vote.
ings or at any time; a place where
On motion duly carried the meeting
The bonds of several city officials mad," that surely must be considered
they can invite their friends, or where adjourned,
subject to the call of the were presented and ordered approv a feat of genius evMllftMy in
members of the party coming to the
g
president.
ed. These, with the amounts and sureLouisiana.
city, transiently, may be made welfollows:
Doctor
as
Tamme,
Charles
are
ties
Dowling said to lis people-"Wcome.
are all right, but we have (rot
city clerk, $2,000, w G. Hay don and
GOLF AT ATLANTIC CITY.
It is further agreed by the mem-ba:. Murphy;
Ben. Coles, city mar- a bad reputation.
B,
Other states think
Atlantic
S5.-N.
of Lis club, that all amusements
City,
J., April
, of
A. M. Adler, M.
Louisiana as the home of swamps
may he indulged in, except gambling, a large number of players present the shal, 11,000,
Simon Bacharach and J . H . and malaria, and mosquitoes, and
It ts further agreed, by and between qualifying rounds were played today
;
Pierce J. Murphy, night po fever, and general unhealthtness. We
Stearns
the members of this club, that no for- in the annual spring golf tournament
C. C. Robbins, Vincent deserve this. It Isn't true, but we
$500,
liceman,
mal caucus shall be held in the said of the Country Club at Atlantic City.
serve it. It's all our own fault. Our
and H. G- - Coors.
club room.
The tournament will continue until
the
discussion
bad reputation is due not to climate,
considerable
After
It s further agreed by the members Saturday, when the governor's cup
of the protest not to swamps, not to our geographl
of this club, that they will avoid all and other trophies will be presented. council disposed
against the digging of a cess pool by cal location, but to dirt. Plain dirt
the Las Vegas hospital near its Dirt caused by dirtiness. Dirtiness
I!!'- 1!! ::::
grounds by unanimously carrying a accumulated through decades of care
Iessness. Dirt caused by dirty peomotion to the effect that if the
can secure the written per- ple. That's all that's the matter with
mission of every citizen of the us; we're a dirty crowd"
It didn't make much of an impresblock in which it is located it maj
continue the construction of the pool; sion at first
Some of the Evils.
if such consent is not granted the
Storekeepers kept their stocks of
pool must be filled up at once. Work
on the pool was begun some time ago, food with absolutely no thought of
but was stopped upon the protest of its condition. In few stores in
Louisiana flies and insects did not
residents.
Mayor Taupert called attention to a swarm in and out and over the exleak In the roof of the city hall and posed food supplies without hindthe committee on city property was rance. But they were so few as to
Instructed to see that it is repaired be conspicuouus. In small tuwr.s the
at once. It was reported that a bell water supply was contaminated in
of the
has been ordered for the city hall and terrible fashion,
will arrive in the city in a few days. state had good water supplied from
The present council did not order the artesian wee.s out the remaining
s
hell and the minutes of the retiring
seemed to tegard pure
council failed to disclose the author!- water as a minor matter. Children
zation of any person to purchase it. went to school in unimproved build
However, the city needs a fire alarm ings. The common drinking cup, the
badly and likely will accept the bell, public roller towel,
If it proves satisfactory.
medicines, dirty streets, bad drain
The police and fire committee was
ordered to notify the fire department
that Its annual report is past due and
Some Post Toasties and a small bottle of cream
at once. Th
must be presented
in the children's lunch box is sure to make them
council participated in a more or less
Informal discussion of several mathappy.
The highest point of woman's hap
ters, including the proposed new
lighting system. It was brought out piness is reached only through mothin the clasping of her child
that if the new tungsten system Is in- erhood,
within her arms. Yet the mother-to-b- e
augurated the city will be obliged tc
is often fearful of nature's ordeal
pay for its installation. Mayor lau and BhrinKS from the
suffering incipert suggested that it might be pos dent to its consummation.
But for
sible to induce the citizens to pay nature's ills and discomforts nature)
for the Installation of the lamps to provides remedies, and in Mother's
be located near their homes, if (UK Friend Is to be found a medicine of
are thin bits of corn carefully cooked and toasted
were done the money saved as a le-- great value to every expectant mother.
It is an emulsion for external
a delicate brown crisp without a hand touching
sult could be used to pay for add!
application,
composed of ingredients
them.
tlonal electric current.
which act with beneficial and soothMc- - ing effect on those Portions of the
Aldermen present were B.
It is intended to
Guire, B. F. Forsythe, Jerry Qulnn system involved.
"Toasties" are all ready to serve taste so
J. K. Martin, R. F. Hays and Daniel prepare the system for the crisis, and
thus relieve, in great part, the sufferStern. The council adjourned until
good and digest so easily that they make a fine
ing through which the mother usually
next Wednesday night
lunch.
passes. The regular use of Mother's
Friend will repay any mother In the
comfort it affords before, and the helpGEORGIA LABOR FEDERATION.
Waycross, Ga.. April 25. Represen- ful restoration to health and strength
4
tatives of the various trades unions it brings about after baby comes.
Mother's
Friend
throughout Georgia were assembled Is for sale at
in this city today, when the annual
drug stores.
convention of the State Federation of Write for our
Made by
Labor was called to order by Presi- free book for
expectant mothdent Jerome Jones. The convention ers
Postum Cereal Co.. Ltd., Pure Food Factories,
which contains much valuable
will continue its sessions until all of
information, and many suggestions of
Battle Creek, Mich.
Its business Is concluded, which will a helpful nature.
probably be Saturday.
BRADF1ELD REGULATOK
CO., Adestt. Ca,
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everything that breeds disease
or communicates
it, flourished in
practically uncontrolled fashion.
"First thing we know," said a cohn-treditor, "we'll all be ashamed to
be caught dirty."
Dowling had thoroughly awakened
the state that had been dirty and didn't care.
The health exhibit train was only
one though the most Important of
Doctor Dowling's
efforts to bring
good health to Louisiana
The Reforms Accomplished.
The abolition of public drinking
cnpB an( tne pbi)c towel ; the ap
pointment of traveling salesmen j
deputy health inspectors; tho fur
serum H
tueh'ng of
th Indigent: the regulation of barber shops, hotels and restiursnrs,
the registration and scoring of dalt
19; the regulation and control ol
fish and game, and the regulation of
all food supplies; the screening ct
tores and markets, and the enthusiastic battles against the fjy- - nil are
achievements toward the same em?.
Doctor Dowling Is a marvel In accomplishment. In the seven months
that he was traveling on the health
special he averaged two talk? a day,
made his daily inspections, wrote his
reports and attended to his regular
routine work as president of th-- statu
health board without hitch or confusion. At his office In New Or
leans he performs feats at whlci the
less strenuous natives gasn.
"Cicero," someone asked the doctor's
office tender, "what time did the doctor get down this morning?"
"Dat Ah can't say, uh," said Cic
ero, "Ah didn't git down till foh thuh-tmahself."
He is a big man physically, and no
body has yet seen nrm tired. He
tramps all day In the rain, inspecting
dairies, and comes home ready to
make a couple of red-hspeeches
He picks up children and rides them
on his shoulder, then goes forth and
damns their fathers for keeping dirty
stores that may make children 111.
He is one of the happiest men and
one of the busiest. But he is serious
about it all. His manner shows tne
kind of fight he kas enlisted In. H
is not a merry campaign of publicity
It is a stern, serious fight for civilization. The World's Work.
age,

y
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SHIRTS
Our men customers will be
pleased to leam we have secured the popular Wilson
Bros. Shirts. This is one of
best known and and most
desirable line of men's goods
In
on the market

STYLE, FIT and QUALITY
they are unsurpassed, while the colors are absolute fast.

They
come in a good variety of materials and very desirable patterns.
Our assortment includes plain or pleated bossoms, some without collars, others with soft folo over collar either attached or
detached-

-

Our prices are the lowest ever quoted in Las Vegas on this
line of goods and will be maintained as quoted. Fur example-T- ile

line which has always been sold in this
vicinity at $1.35 we will sell at
$1.00
Those which have been known as the $1.75
and $2.00 qualities, we will sell at
Sf.50

y

o

The

so-call-

ed

$2. o grade, we price

at $2.00

Beautiful Silk Shirts in a variety of patterns
all desirable colors, soft, fold over collars attached
or detached at
S2.SO nd S3 OO

Las VedjOs'Loadirui Store

Established

South 3ido Pla so.

1862

easy-goin-

Wli.ii

&

BASEBALL

Green-berger-

!

hos-pita-

One-thfr-

NOTES.

Bill Louden, the former
Newark
player, looks like a fixture at third
base with the Detroit Tigers.
With Jimmy Esmond at short,
working like a dynamo tne Cincinnati infield has been displaying the
real article.
Derrill Pratt has been filling
place at second base for the
Browns and getting away with it in
fine shape.
With Pitchers Gregg, Mitchell and
George all left handers, the Cleveland Naps are well fixed in. the way
of
this season.
has anManager Joe McGlnnity
saus
nounced that only union-mad- e
port-slde-

sage, slang for hot dog, Witt be sold
at the Newark park this season.
It was up to Pitcher Marty O'Toole
to put the Pirates in the win column
and the "$22,500 beauty" turned the
trick with a few fancy benders and a
smile.
The Pittsburg Pirates lost the op
enlng game, the first since 1907.
Since 1887 the Pirates have won 8
and lost eight games played on the
first day of the season.
New York fans were greatly worried during the first week of the season.
They expected to hear every
minute that the Highlanders had fallen out of the league.
Hub Purdue looks to be the best
bet on the pitching staff of the Boston Braves. The Tennessee farmer

causing kiriks to sprout in th
backs of the heavy hitters.
Steve Yerkes, who is holding his
own with tho Boston Red Sox, is a
n
Pennsylvania college boy. Arthur
discovered Steve and gave him
his first Job in league baseball.
Cornelius Lyons, tne rormer Western league umpire, has been elected a
justice of the peace at Indianapolis.
He will make only one slight change
In his decisions hereafter. Instead of
sending the bad actors off the field
he will send them to the hoose-gois

Ir-vi-

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE. DAY

Take LAXATIVE
BROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money If
it falls to cure. E. W. GROVE'S signature is on eacn box. 25c.

d

two-third-

-

habit-formin-

g

The School Lunch

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY

HHftfeKi

Post Toasties

'The flemory Lingers"

perftaill

,

ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his
product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his
capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

--

TRYING TO SULVE SHE GAVE UP
PRIORITY

Santa Fe, N. M April 25 The following official business was transacted yesterday by tihr senate and
house of the New Mexico state legislature:
House Calendar.
The house calendar was n hnnrv
'
ne for the afternoon as It
provided
t0r th
"111. and Joint rose-lutlons on third reading:
House Joint Resolution No 10
by Mr. Chrl.man. March 25.
',rov,dIn? an amendment to the
s
stttutlon of New Mexico: referred to
committee on temperance. April 22.
renort
with recommendation that it
he passed.

Meetze, Va. Mrs. J. C. Green of this
place. Bays: "I suffered with womanly
troubles so that I roulrl hnriflv clt .
Two of the best doctors in our town

25, U12.

House Bfll No. 138 by J. W Chaves,
an act to provide for the safety of
employes and passengers, to compel
railroad
companies to man trains
properly.
House BUI No. 13$, by Manuel Cor
dova, to prohibit the waste of waters
for flooding ties, timbers, etc.

PERIODIC PAINS

,

Green, But She Finally Found
Relief in Cardui.

EXPERIMENTS TO BE MADE TO

APRIL

MAY AVOID

Physicians Failed To Help Mrs.

RACES

THURSDAY,

HOW GIRLS

BILLS INTRODUCED IN
THE LEGISLATURE

ALL HOPE

OF

AS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

MICHELIN

House Bill No. 140. by J. W. Mul- -

The Experience of Two Girls
Related For The
of Others.

lens- -

an act to provide for the

Uon of 8cnoo!

directors-Benefi-

t

HoU8e

Red Inner Tubes

eiec-Her-e

E.

B,n No U1- amending Section 1468 of Compiled
Rochester, N. Y.- -" I have a daugh- - LaWs of im- relating to guardians,
House
Bill No. 142.
ter IS years old who has always been
Berlin, April 25. An attempt is to
by Evans,
uSfi
until
when
she
very
healthy
amending Section 25, Chapter 62,
be made at the Imperial
recently
Research letting well.
complsinedofdizzinessandcrampseveryjiws of 1899. relating to divorces
Laboratory at Munich to determine,! . 0,16 dfty- 1 decided to try some Car- v.
Mullens offered House Resolution
her home from scnool and put her to bed
experiments,
mored'"
Tl.
me
No- 13- which of the living races of men Today, I feel as well as I ever did In
providing that no bill shall be
to get relief.
'After giving her only two bottles of Printed because of amendment of
the closest blood relationship'
uo imiuo ana me irouDie are all
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-- : substitution, unless upon order of the
to the ape.
gone. I feel like another person In
pound she is now enjoying the best of house, was adopted by 35 to 8 votes.
Should the experiment succeed it every war. I wish every sufferer could
health. I cannot praise your Compound
The committee on temperance rewill settle many perplexing problems know what Cardui will do for sick
too highly. I Want every good mother
In favor of House Joint Resoported
B1" N' 23' ,ntrod
f science and may revolutionize the Tfew doses of
y to read what your medicine has done for
Cardui at the
lution
No.
10, by Chrlsman, providing
-Mr- s"Iniore, March 26. An
child.
Mrs.
theories of evolutionists as well as time, will save many a big doctor right
N.
Richard
Dunham,
act pro- - aj
bill,
for the submission of a state-wid- i
viding that legal voters In the state 311 Exchange St, Rochester, N.Y
theologlsts.
bTPrVentIn8 Berious sickness.
f New
As the case now stands there is
whose occupation hr Stoutsville, Ohio. "I suffered from- prohibition amendment to the ronsti- backache and was very irreg- tutlon. Report adopted.
rosy.
"T,co
rhrism-igeneral agreement among scientists
i nousanns or weaic women have been
"
;unor. voie m tne pre- ular A friend ad- - move8 resolution be
Char
passen
that man and the ape are descended restored to health and happiness by cincts In which thev are reetsterert
vised me to take
mVes that " 06 recommitted to the
Suppose you try it
vote e,8ewnere "- i- the state as
from a common ancestor; but as to using Cardui.
E.
Pinkham's
Lydia
It may be Just the medicine you need. T
on
"nanc;- Chrisman
Com-- j f ommlttee
herein provided: referred to oommlt- whether the black, the white, the red
.
Vegetablebefore
moves
to
1
table
motion. Lost
ChttChaves
and
Advwqry iw..
a
D;T
nn af.to ff.i
,
y.al
n
fee
pound,
er the yellow man, the pigmy, the
n
...mim
m, report
(or Spuria!
meaicinio.,
ihati.inooe, inn.,
had taken the whole
to 32. The motion to recommi;
wl
?f !"!!
Ivy. Horn Trtm.ni ed with recommendation
it Or the medium slld mnn woo
that It he
l
wvmmm, hbi id nun wibur on reaunt.
of two bottles I carried 35 to 10
the original human type there are'
T
I"
passed with amendments.
,
iuuiiu reiiei. i mil
Tl
uu Built? aiiniie, I c
.in;
House Bill No. 30, introduced hv 0.
strong differences of opinion.
One
only sixteen years
N old, but I have bet ported amendments to House Bill No.
Hilton, April Ifi, an act definine
ody of theorists holds that the neg-- 1 all, an we show by pouring some
ter health than for 33, by Skidmoie, providing that legal
ro is a degenerated white type, while serum form an ordinary human blood "n,,c roads and providine index
LAS VEGAS AITO & MACHINE CO.
two or three years. voters who" occupation is such that
another insists that the white man clot into a tube of dilute human. bonrds at the forks of all roads, re- East Las Vegas, N. M.
I, ca Ul C9B illy
(1 '
'
cannot
vote
in the precincts in
.
they
,
.
T . .
.
KT..
- uiuuu. i.u
frnm .an ancient Vilailj
r
ferrprl tn .nnim H.. uu omic nuuiiBi
n. - UJ111;,
n
ib
is
s
rJ.
iormeu.
tor
thanks
rinkham
what
yiceipmu
Lydia
which tli. , are registered, may vote
To apply the
tests therefore clear that the introduction AprH 23, reported with recommenda- - Vegetable Compound has done for me,
in the state. On motion of
I
te the settlement of this nrnWom
tlon that It he nnsse.I xHfh
taken other medicines hut dill not n. iwi,. i
itinf
.- hnirun Kinn.i
" ' nmnn,i
r" ,1 finHhadraliof
.. . ...,,v,,i ,,jivi 1,110 iihiu IHJlil
the bill was recommitted to
.
"
Mica Hnifi R FnVAIir.u "e
1,
i
wilt
uC
"
uuu iu auvance a oi me ursi raDDit has set up a change
'
"...
" ". K.r
the committee on ways and means.
No. 1.
.....
, .. . btOUtSVllle,
few stenn
Wnnao mil
fnrfhor
..... Ktn
!,. iui mat iuu wi n KuusiancR
,
vnn v.ifuiiiucuio tuc
- h rni , .i)., .
, i Ohio,
.
. , ..I 1
.,
nav nLr
ii... nc
,.i,, mi immTiij rivr.
nr
rnr
mnrrt.
.. :,,cauu'ipi nman,
-irnm
nnnnrpns
i.t
ri
flf.il Fill I Y FfllllPPFIl AT YflllR IMAD
.til' ii, jiii' iii, du mo imi
i,ii
mane Dy rror. iNuitai or me univer-- ; in that animal's blood, resulting in Wl 'eweiiyn, April is, an act an- - 0rs
their
for
what
expressing
gratitude
IUU 11 UUUil
make
certain
its
constitutionality by
yiyvuv
iiyun i
uy or amDnage, Kngiand.
the power to cause a milkiness 3r monzing and directing governor of Lydia Ji. nnkham s Vegetable Com
vote
of
29
16.
a
to
.
...
tor
has
their
daueh.
pound
accomplished
,i t i
Sir Ray iAnkester gives the fol """1"u'
uuman serum. the Htnto nf mc. -"- BW
u"ute
a''punu. ters have been received by the Lydia E.
Chairman Hilton of the commit lee
with the consent of the sen-- ; Pinkham Medicine Company.Lynn,
lowing account of these experiments: There is little doubt that as in the Dv
Mass. on
roads, presented amendments to
"When Into the blood of a live rab- production of antitoxin the preclpl- - ale- - omen members on the boards
House
Bill No. 90, by Hilton, provid
bit a small quantity of the blood or tin Is manufactured in the rabbit's ot control of state institutions. April
for metal sign boards on public
his
the
bill
ing
vote,
that
bears
says
ing
2S
serum
from
liquid
the blood by a chemical change of bodies
separated
reported with
recommendation
the ear marks of people who go into roads, directing county commission
blood clot of a man Is introduced by present In the
injected human blood tnat !t De Passed with amendments,
ere to erect such sign posts and to
In
House Bill No. 119, Introduced by other people's business deeper than
several doses separated and in Its own blood.
Injection
the disfigurement or removal
since
their
punish
but
bill
the
has
the
own,
by a day or two's Interval, the blood
Llewellyn, April 22, an act re
The strangest thing about it all is
such
of
board. The bill was recom
of
the
of
his
const!
approval
majority
of the rabbit acquires a peculiar that the
precipitin in the serum of .u,nns the supreme court of the
mitted.
would
he
vote
b'H
for
it.
The
tuents,
to
decide appeals on the sub
property. If the rabbit be killed and the blood of the humanized rabbit state
House Bill No. 96, by Llewellyn, an
some of the blood be allowed to coag- will not cause a cloudiness tn diluted stantial rights of the party to the rec- was passed by a vote of 35 to 8.
act
autnonzmg and directing tlie
Petitions were presented in tavoi
ulate, the serum, or pale liquid part dog's blood, nor in that of cattle, ord, regardless of technical errors
of the state of New Mexlo
governor
of
ef the blood, may be collected and
the
creation
of
Sumner
county
sheep or In fact in that of any other April 23, reported with recommendafrom La Lande, Fort Sumner and oth- to appoint by and with the consent of
preserved In glass bulbs for exper- animal except man and his nearest tion that it be passed.
er places, which were referred to the the senate, women members on the
iment
Railroad Hearing.
blood relations'
among animals
boards of control of the state instiTelephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
"It Is now found that if a
General
Manager Fox of the West- committee on counties and count
namely, the apes and monkeys."
38 to 7.
tutions,
passed
of a clear, transparent dilulines.
ern
of
lines
Santa
Fe
the
comCo., and
It Is found to be possible to
show yon.
House Bill No. 119, by Lllewellyn,
tion of human blood, prepared either
Chairman Burg of the committee
pare the degree of precipitation or Traffic Manager Black of Chicago
from fresh or from dried blood, be cloudiness in different
although on the calendar, could not
examples. In Solicitor H. L. Waldo and Superin- on ways and means reported a substi
Las Vegas Automobile & Machine Co.
pot In a test tube, and some of the other words, those who have made tendent F. B. Summers, will be In tute for House Bill No. 38, an act to be taken up because the bill wai not
yet printed.
prepared rabbit serum is poured Into and are making the experiments Santa Fe by Thursday
authorize
imto
make
municipalities
evening and
-It, a milky appearance is produced
claim that It is proved by the experi- will appear before the legislative provements and to assess the cost f House Bill No. 33, was withdrawn
where the two liquids meet, and as ments
Phone Main 344.
by Skidmore, so that he mlsht re
Whalen, & Fowler IVory
that the blood of the chim- committees that evening to argue against property owners, street i
write
tbey mix the whole of the mixed liq- panzee and the orang-outanit
etc. The committee also rewhen against a contemplated reduction of
uid becomes olouded. The particles
Governor McDonald informed tho
tested with the humanized precipitin passenger rates. Guy C. ComDton. ported in favor of House Bill No 110
house that he had signed Senate E!ll
causing the cloudiness gradually col- holding rabbit's blood, gives a precip- chief dispatcher, will also
Both
were
bereports
adopted.
appear
lect together and sink to the bottom
No. 38, fixing the time
and a hearing set for the next term
for holling
itate nearly as great as does that of ror the committee. He Is the statis
Chairman W. H H. Llewellyn pref the tube as a precipitate. Now, if
court
in
Peter Zanardi pleaded guilty, was fir.
Second
the
iudic!al
ticlan
of
the
common
iistflfft
while
the
grindorgan
company and will be sented a majority report from the
serum from a rabbit not treated by man,
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
ed $100 and costs with the fine sus
Representative
Skldmire
withdrew
the
er's
gives a primed with facts and tigures.
macaque
monkey
on
committee
judiciary, approving of House Bill No. 33, so
an injection of human blood or serum
pended during good behavior.
ai to bring it
deal less. The South American
the doubtful clause relating to bond
Senate.
be poured into a tube holding a speci- good
The district court yesterday aa j
the
witnm
If
and
constitution,
nece
In
A
the
differ
number
which
resolution to unseat Senator Abe-lin- o issues in House Bill No. 45, the Summen of the dilute human blood, such monkeys
to
until June 10.
journed
introduce
aary
a
lr
resolution
snb
of their teeth and in their prehensile
Santa Fe, N. M., April 25
Romero in the contest
brought ner county bill. The majority report mit a constitutional amen
as yielded the precipitate when mixed
Incorporation
linen.
World
Old
to
man
and
the
a telegram received here
tails from
against him by A. C. Abeytia of So- was adopted.
with the 'humanized' rabbit serum,
The Remington Typewriter com
merest
traces
the
from
was
corro,
the
give
the
monkeys
Congressman George Ourry
only
The following bills were
exciting event of the
there will be no precipitate at all.
of precipitin.
The lemurs give no session.
recommendation of George W. Single pany of Wilmington, Delaware, has
"Thus we prove that there Is someton for postmaster of Clovis will be filed a copy of Its charter with Ah
The special order of the afternoon
precipitin at, all.
House Bill No. 135, by Zacarias
state corporation commission, also a
thing present In the blood of the hw
WITH THE BOXERS
Senate Bill No. 19 and House Joint
approved by him.
an act defining the offenses of
manlzed' rabbit which causes the precertificate designating Santa Fe as
Life Insurance
"My little son had s very severe Memorial No. 2, were laid over until receiving anything of value pusuant
Its place of business In New Mexico
cipitate and which is not present in
The Wichita Southern Life Insur
I was recommended
cold.
to try Thursday afternoon to the hours of to a contract to perform labor and
the blood of the unprepared rabbit Chamberlain's
The
Buffalo
A.
c.
of
Sacramento
ance company of Wichita Falls, Tex with Francis C. Wilson as statutory
and 3 and 3:30
Cough Remedy,
respectively.
falling so to perform and providing is planning a new figbt coliseum
What is this precipitin? Is it the hu- before a small bottle was finished he
agent. The original company was in
with
has
applied to the department of inA petition
signed by 112 names a penalty therefor.
This is an old a
man blood itself, with which the first was as well as ever," writes Mrs. H.
of
for
seating capacity
8,000 fans.
surance for a license to conduct their corporated with a capitalization
$100,000, divided into 1,000
rabbit was prepared, Which simply Silks. 29 Dowling Street. Sydney. from Clayton, in favor of prize fight- legislative favorite.
Tim Hurst, the former baseball urn business in New Mexico.
shares
Australia. This remedy Is for sale ing, was presented by Gallegos. Petiworth $100 each. $1,500 of the total
House Bill No. 136, by J. R. Skid-mor- !plre, is now matchmaker for the Garbrings with it the precipitin? Not at by all dealers
Requisition from Colorado
tions against prize fighting were
an act to prohibit attempts by den A. C. of New York. Bouts wlil
capital stock was paid in to begin
A
requisition on Governor W. C.
also presented.
employers to prevent employes from be staged in Madison Square Garden. McDonald for ithe rendition of Juan business but the total capitalization
Mabry introduced Senate Bill No. participating In polllcal matters, and
Joe Jeanette, who is in Paris, says B. Sandoval was received from the has since been subscribed. The ob109, prohibting the Issuing of teach
of the company here is to
c
The he will return home at once if there governor of Colorado.
providing punishment therefor.
Sandoval is ject
ers' certificates to teachers addicted
a
Is
sales
to
not
and
more
be
busitypewriter
retail
than
$1,000 is any chance for him to arrange a wanted in Costilla county, Colorado
penalty
to strong drink.
ness. The name of the original Inor Imprisonment from 60 to 90 days. fight with Champion Jack Johnson.
for assault with intent to murder. He
Senate Resolution No 4, by Miera,
corporators, their postofflce address
House Bill No. 137, by John A.
Joe Woodman together with his is under arrest at Taos.
providing in the election contest of A.
and
the amount of stock subscribed by
an
to
act
amend
Section 1, stable of fighters Sam Langford,
State Educators Meet
Voung,
C. Abeytia vs. Abellno
each follows: B, E. MoWhitney, WilRomero, that Chapter 99, Laws of 1903, requiring
The
instiheads
of
the
educational
Abeytia be seated was taken up un- aldermen and school directors In in- - Porky Flynn, Jack Lester, Cyclone tutions of New Mexico met
mington, 11 shares; William J. Malo-netoday in
Johnny Thompson and Jimmy Clabby
der suspension of the rules.
Wilmington, three shares; N. P.
of
McDonownto
W.
C.
office
cities
the
Governor
be
will
sail from Australia on May 21,
corporated
property
Holt, from the committee on ru'es. era.
ald. Matters of general Interest to, Coffin, Wilmington, one share.
bound for San Francisco.
reported an amendment to Rule 75,
the state educators will be discussed
Hair Becomes Soft, Fluffy, Lusby adding the following: "Debate on
and it is understood that proposed) You will look a good while before
contested election cases shall not
trous and Beautiful Immediately
legislative action will also be taken you find a better medicine for coughs
consume more than 60 minutes and SURELY TAKE
OF
IF
up.
The matter of appropriations for and colds than Chamberlain's Cough
After a Danderine Hair Cleanse
no senator shall
speak more than
the state schools was taken under ItRemedy. It riot only eives relief
cures. Try it when you have a
three minutes." A spirited debate
advisement.
cough or cold, and you are certain
ensued In which Barth, Evans and
HEADACHY, BILIOUS, CONSTIPATED
Get a 25 Cent Bottle Now and
to be pleased with the prompt cure
Federal Court
Mabry protested against the addition
The docket was called yesterday In which it will effect. For sale by all
Forever Stop Falling Hair, Itching
to the rule.
federal court and It was the first time dealers.
The democrats then entered upon SWEETENS YOUR STOMACH, CLEARS YOUR HEAD AND THORScalp and Dandruff
a considerable number of the
that
OUGHLY CLEANSES YOUR LIVER AND 30 FEET OF BOWELS
a lengthy filibuster, on the adoption
members of the bar were in attendOF SOUR BILE, FOUL GASES AND CLOGGED-UWASTE
A little Danderine now will immediately double
of the rule.
ance at the same time. A voluntary
the beauty of your hair No difference how dull,
In bankruptcy was filed by
House.
faded, brittle and scraggy, just moisten a cloth with
All those days when you feel miser- fermenting food and clogged ui waste petition
the Crown Furniture company of Al
Speaker Baca presided. The speDanderine and carefully draw it through your hair
cial order for the afternoon, House able, headachy, bilious and dull are majtter is moved on and out of your buquerque. M. B. Kendis is the pro
taking one small strand at a time. The effect is
immediate and amazing your hair will be light,
due to torpid liver and sluggish bow- system no nausea no griping no prietor. The liabilities are given as
BUI No. 30, was taken up Immediatefluffy and wavy and have an appearance of abunweakness.
with approximate assets of
$7,500,
the
routine
after
ly
preliminaries. els. The days when your stomach 's
dance; an incomparable lustre, softness and luxuYou simply can't have your liver
$5,000.
The bill had been Introduced by San- sour and full of gas, when you have
riance, the beauty and shimmer of true hair health.
inactive and your 30 feet of bowels
District Court
chez, but the committee on Judiciary,
Try as you will after an application of Danderine,
the
when
indigestion;
younights
with sour, decaying waste
find
loose
of
dandruff
cannot
a
a
or
trace
constipated
single
you
Sheriff
Charles
Closson brought five
Chairman
In
had
Llewellyn,
through
nerves twitch and you are restless matter and feel well Tho
or falling hair and your scalp will not itch, but
nf . men before
Abbott yesterday In
troduced a substitute. The measure and can't
Judge
what will please you most will be after a few week's
sleep could be avoided with laxative is a natural need, but with the district court to answer
to inforuse when you will actually see new hair, fine and
coma
method
provides
by which
a teasnoonful of delicious Syrup of delicious
Syrup of Figs you are not mations filed charging them with selldowny at first yes but really new hair sprouting
munities may rid themselves of the Figs. Isn't it foolish to be distressed
all over the scalp.
drugging yourself. Being composed ing liquor without a license at Madrid.
red light through the Injunction when there 1b such a
Danderine is to the hair what fresh showers of rain
pleasant way to entirely of luscious figs, senna and Jose Villa was fined $100 and costs
route.
The
was
bill
based
original
and sunshine are to vegetation.
It goes right to the
overcome it?
aromatics it can not injure.
after pleading guilty and the fine Pure Ice is a Godsend. Our Ice is
on the very stringent and effective
roots, invigorates and strengthens them. Its
Give your inactive liver and tea
Ask your druggist for the full name, was
suspended during good behavior pure as it is possible to be made ant
properties cause the hair to grow abunstatute.
The substitute merely yards of
Iowa
d
bowels a thor- "Syrup of Figs and Elixir of Senna." Dan Gallvoch
dantly long, strong and beautiful.
pleaded not guilty, bit the doctors recommend it for tht
a
"counverbal
from
makes
change
ough cleansing this time. Put an end Refuse, with scorn, any of the
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's Danderine
was fixed at $250 and hearing health and welfare of their
bond
ty" to "district" attorney, and cor- to constipation.
from any drug store or toilet counter and prove to
Fig Syrup imitations. They are set for the next term. B. Costa plead Our prices are reasonable patients.
and ws
rects the enacting clause so as to Take a teaspoonful of Syrup of Fig? meant to deceive
yourself tonight now that your hair is as pretty
you. Look on the ed guilty and was fined $100 and costi would
and soft as any that it has been neglected or injured
be
to
number
pleased
make
yos
it
(constitutional.
Llewellyn
and
tonight, sure,
just see for your label. The genuine, old reliable, bears and the fine
by careless treatment that's all you surely can
suspended during good among our customers.
moved that the bill be passed. There self by morning, how gently but thor- the name, California
have beautiful hair and lots of it, if you will just
Fig Syrup
behavior. Jose Justtanna pleaded not
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
was no debate. Mullens In explain oughly all the sour bile, undigested
try a little Danderine. Real surprise awaits you.
guilty, his bond was fixed at $250
Phone Main 227.
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Nothing of tela sort Is to be looked
for at Pompeii, and the art of the
olty is for the most part second rate,
but some of the frescoes lately discovered are said to be unusually fine,
and their reproduction will be awaited impatiently by students
of art.
The new excavations will make necessary a prompt revision of the stand
ard text books to Pompeii, and will
tempt many tourists from abroad to
return to a fresh experience. Springfield (Mass.,) Republican.
o
FLY AND THE GARBAGE PAIL.
About the extermination of the fly
there is room for a difference of opin-ionIt may not be possible to get
rid of man's ancient companion, mus-c- a
domestics, who has a persistent
habit of perpetuating his species and
can increase and multiply fast
enough to keep the most diligent
swatter working overtime. If the very
last fly were swatted too, nobody
knows what might rise up to vex
humanity in its place. It seems to
be taking
a chance to campaign
against the pesky insect, but folks are
eager to chance new conditions in
this age and since the only way to
find out what will happen it the flies
are all dead is to kill all the flies,
let's set about the experiment and
trust that we shall all be happy when
It is over.
crusade,
One feature of the anti-fl- y
however, Is to be commended without
reservation. The board of health is
ordering everybody to provide sanitary garbage receptacles and to use
nothing else to hold the kitchen
waste. It strikes to the bottom of .the
andHBor.Innnnahlo
.............. ... mrhnm
B. 0 troubles
nave
that
of
evils
all
first
rects the
frown up M handling of the Dy i &
ducts of our collective living.
It's the shame of every city and
town in the United States that the
Panama canal zone, once one of the
world's pestholes, is now a safer
place to live in than the United
States.
In the zone science has had a free
hand. Sanitation Is rigid there.
In the states city health departments have to fight continually to secure even the inadequate appropriations that are doled out to them.
Here sanitation has hardly begun
a

I
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DELAYED

Chronic

Wire1

in- ,h
Hutment of
Bonaiwrte said the action was
withheld pending the result of an investigation of the Harvester company
by the bureau of corporations, being
made at the instance of the Benate.
Former Attorney General Bonaparte
-

iu,0

Mr

Raid:

"The letter iu question was written
I was absent from Washington
and while an investigation by the de
partment of justice was in progress
in regard to the affairs of the harvester trust, but before any report had
been made to the department or any
decision reached by it.
"Several month slater, atef the department had received a full reiiort
from its representative, a Mr. Town- wend.
answered to the president
that I was ready to institute a suit
for the dissolution of the harvester
trust.
"It was then ascertained that the
bureau of corporations had not yet
completed its investigation of the
same harvester trust, (which it was
conducting by direction of a resolution of the senate) and the matter
being submitted to the cabinet, it
V
ita decided that the suit should awn it
the conclusion of Mr. Herbert Kno
Smith's inquiry.
"It was supposed then that this
would cause but a short delay. The
inquiry lasted, however, not only during the remaining year of Mr. Roosevelt's
administration
but during
some three years of Mr. Taft's and
so far as I know, is not yet finished.
"The president's letter of August,
1907 did not in any wise
delay or affect the action of the department of
justice and when I told I thought the
suit should be undertaken, which
probably was five or six months later,
he immediately acquiesced.
"The only impediment
was
tin
discovery that Mr. Smith's
inquiry
still was unfinished and his
(Mr.
Smith's) statement that he could not
discuss the correspondence made
public yesterday by the
senate, in which
lie wrote President
Rooseevlt in 1907
concerning the prosecution of the In
ternational Harvester company.
"The letters speak for themselves."
SHI", "i have nothing to
DO.

House
Duncan
Opera
Constipation
THURSDAY, MAY 2

salts or waters, but operates gently,
without griping and without shock to
th9 system. It contain tonic properties that strengthen the stomach and
perience,
manent cure for chronic constipation. bowel muscles so that In time medigome teg0fy they were cured for M cines of all kinds can be dispensed
e M'B0 centg yearg ag0 and tnat with and nature is agaiT solely relied
the trouble never came back on them cn. Among the legions who testify
while others admit they took several to these facts are Mr. Jas. A. Lus
Logan, Utah, and Josephine
bottles before a steady cure was
Bailey, Sheridan, Wyo., and they Abrought about.
a bottle of it In the house,
The remedy referred to is Dr. OaUl lways have
.lur ...
.
-- I,
,i
.
. i i ..
i
' ior it is a ieuu
lUD
on
Seen
It
has
well's Syrup Pepsin.
old
to
age.
from
infancy
the market for over a quarter of s family
on
Anyone wishing to make a trial of
century and has been populated
an- - this remedy before buying it in tha
its merits by one person telling
of a druggist at fifty
other. The fact that its strongest regular way
dollar a large bottle
one
or
cents
ana
eiaeny
supporters are women
have a sample oot-tl- e
can
size)
(family
most
ones
persistently
people the
free of charge
home
the
sent
to
constipated makes it certain that
Dr.
W. B. Caid-weladdressing
simply
as
a
by
permathe claims regarding it
405
Washington St., Montieelo,
nent cure for constipation have not
111.
Your name and address on a
been exaggerated.
card will do.
It Is not violent like cathartic pills, postal

Although those may dispute It who
OF nave not tried lt yet thousands of
IS ACCUSED
AT HARVESTER COR- otners, who speak from personal
DOINGS
assert thai there is a per

Baltimore, Md.. April 25. Respect-to
ing President Roosevelt's letter
General
aireciing
lionaperte
Attorney
the latter to withhold the antl-trugit against the International Harvester company, contained in the cor-- i

ZT.

25, 1912.

Permanent Cure For
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TRUST PROSECUTION

WINKING

Af'RIL

and

His Superb Company, including
De LEON

WALTER

In the

DA VIES

and MISS "MUGGINS"
Musical Coaled) of

Reeord-Breakin-

(Miff

l,ife

BEAUTIFUL

6

SCENIC AND
COSTUMED
PRODUCTION

l,

while

HERBERT

University, on "The Codification of
e
the Laws of Naval Warfare";
Flore, senator of Italy and professor of international law in the University of Naples, on "Some Considerations on the Past, Present and Future of International Law";
Henry
White, formerly American ambassador
to France, on "The Organization and
Procedure of the Third Hague Conference," and James L. Tyron, secre- ry of the Massachusetts Peace so
ciety, on "The Permanent Court of
International Justice."

HAOLEY

Pas-qual-

LOUKINU FOR TROUBLE

1
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uulll l'iBs Olic)

bitter. The progTam Ot the
is so outrageousi" nutuir
leaders
Tat
? i i
taflmost anything might happen
Mhnuirt
w inn the couventlju mev.a.
feel eaB if i saw 03Umg more ser
icus ahead '.baji a split in the con
is very

I
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A
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Krnntiful Chorus

"The Greatest Muical Comedy SHecewi in Yeara"

7Sots. $1.00, $t.30

PRICES

vention.
"We have appealed to the Talt men
SOUTH CAROLINA TEACHER8.
s
to be fair and not to throw out
Charleston, S. C., April 25. With
elected by the people. The
President
Flnley of the Southern
Roosevelt meu came to this convenProf. Charles W. Kent of the
railway,
200
more
than
tion .with a majority of
dole-gate-

University of Virginia, and several
other persons of wide note on the list
of speakers. South Carolina school
teachers assembled in this city today
for what promises to be the best convention ever held by their state orThe sessions will last
ganization.
three days.

delegates, and the Taft men propose
to take control of it by keeping them
out without reason or excuse, it is
the most outrageous program 1 have
ever seen, and I am surprised that
Otto F. Stlfll, as leader of the Tafl
men, would countenance such meth
ods.
The Roosevelt delegates voted unanimously to make no compromise
with the Taft leaders. The sub-comittee was unable to agree on a decision In the Jackson county contest
and r iferred it back tc the sta'e
committee. The committee reconvert
the subed ai then adjourned
committse had reported tna' at least
three hours more woujd be required
to hear the eight other JM tiding

A CRIME
FERRIS HARTMAN TALKS
"crime censos" of the state of
ON CHORUS GIRLS
New Mexico is now In progress by the
bureau of Immigration. Blanks have
been sent out to every county, to be
Perhaps no man is better fitted to
filled in with statistics showing the
THE IKA1 CITY
discuss
the chorus girl than the geconvicand
number of indictments
nial comedian Ferris Hartman, who
tions for various classes of crlrres
Further details seem to indicate aid other data, so that when com
apears here shortly at the Duncan
thai the new discoveries at Pompeii
opera house with his own company.
accurateshow
will
the
figures
plete,
o
more important than the first ly the
submits Mr. Hartmin has been employing choAfter the
proportion of homicides, and
reports showed. The strange thing other graver crimes commlttted in
its report, the state committee as a rus girls for many, many years, and
is that all this wealth of material New Mexico in proportion to the popwhole will have to pass on the con- has developed more talent from the
should have ben turned up In the ulation and how many of the offendtests. The state chairman was un chorus than has jany other stage
Street of Abundance, so close to the ers are punished. At the same time J
able to predict what hour he would manager in the country. Asked what
forum, and leading from that civic '.he bureau Is secuuring similar figures
call the convention to order. Secre constituted a pretty chorus Mr. Hart- Teddy Begins to Flgh.
It from other states, the idea beinx to
center toward the amphitheater.
tary of Commerce and Labor Nagel man laughingly replied "beauty." As
New York, April 25.-"I
haven't and Congressman Richard Bartlholdt, the success of musical comedy producJ)as surprised even casual tourists, demonstrate by figures, which 'io no'
Ijogua tc fight," said Cobncl Roosethe
folowing that route, that nothing of He, tihat New Mexico, instead of be- velt.
of the national admin-is- tions means really beauty in
But when the colonel read the representatives
to
been
had
brought
consequence
ing a stamping ground for outlaws papers
ration, joined with other Taft lead chorus, I have often been asked where
today he decided to begin to ers ana went to tne ttooseveit neaa- the beautiful girls come from who
light there it is perhaps even more and murderers, will compare very fav
He
ngnt.
of
telegraphed to New York
search
exhaustive
surprising that
orably considering her population, for his
quraters for a conference. It was are found in the choruses of most
secretary and for his records
the region has been so long delayed. v.ith other states in west and east.
reported that Secretary Na-sr- of the large companies. That Is real
currently
dealing with the International HarThe delay, it may be added, is exNo Crime in Kansas
his
and
party intended to put an ly a matter of selection from the hun
vester company. He said he would
F. D. Cohurn of the department of
tremely fortunate, for the science of
Mher compromise up to the Roosevelt dreds of apjflcants which we receive
excavation has been greatly develop- agriculture, of the state of Kar.sa.s is give out tonight a statement of his 'ollowwe.
every year. There are so many de
ed since the early discoveries at certainly a booster and according to position in relation to the Harvester
tails that go to make up a pretty
chorus girl that it is a very difficult
Pompeii were made, and some of the nis story crime is unknown in :i" company.
TO FRAME HAGUE PROGRAM
Colonel Roosevelt iu the nu.ant'.me
methods wen empoiyea now seem Sunflower state. When asked for
First
Washington, D. C, April 25. The matter to exercise a choice.
would make no comment and said he
.mdallsm.
crime statistics on Kansas Mr
American Society of International there is a pretty face, then a pretty
wrote: "Glad we can't do it. regarded the matter as one to which law, which was formed in 1906 for figure, shapely nether limbs and a
In the old days ruins were pillaged
were
There is not enough doing in crime he v.ould give his careful attention and the purpose of "fostering the study good carriage. When a girl possesses
to enrich museums and treasures
idea
He added that of international law and promoting all of these requirements she may be
to justify anyone in keeping nan the case hand.
Now
the
lines
scattered.
widely
Our jalte are empty except ha dthe case In hand. Ho added that the establishment of international re termed a pretty chorus girl. On the
if. to restore the ancient life as far records.
still was a good deal to be lations on the basis of law and
" stage
skirts won't disguise any se
at possible. No needless disturbance as we have them filled with wheat, there
Is made, and even trivial objects are kafflr corn, and so forth. Com" again said. George W. Perkins Issued the
assembled In this city today for rious structural defects because the
following statement
Its sixth annual meetln
treated with (the utmost care. In itb something easy."
Opening walk and the general bearing will be
"Mr. Perkins said
the Tetters of tonight with an address by Senator tray them. A girl naturally must
some of the Pompellan houses things
President Roosevelt and Commission- Root, the sessions will continue over be graceful as well as pretty to be
have been left so far as possible, as
EFFORT TO SAVE RICHESON
considered pretty. Where a company
er
Knox Smith stated the facts as he tomorrow and Saturday.
that
to
be
is
and
it
hoped
they were,
Boston, Mass., April 25. Tile
has a homely chorus, no matter how
recollected them and he is glad they
to
devote
decided
has
The
this treatment may be accorded to
society
on the appeal for commutation
the whole Street of Abundance. Such of the sentence of Clarence V. T. were given out. He expressed regret its entire meeting this year to the well it sings or dances its effectivea solid block of ancient life left in Richeson, confessed slayer of Avis however, that the present administra consideration of the program, organi- ness is ruined because a pleasing aption has not seen fit to also give out zation and procedure of the third pearance is much desired. Any other
situ would be extremely Impressive T.innpll who
KPtfpnced tn Hie in
other correspondence and inter- Hague conference in 1915. The speak- form of stage entertainment depends
and would draw even greater crowds the electric chair
during the week of Ith8
vieWS fr0m 1904 doWn to date- - esP
ers and their subjects will include for success upon the variety of attri
of tourists to Pompeii, which is al M
19 will come ,'m before Hover-- ,
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and helps to pay from its gate revis, formerly judge advocate general sess a pretty chorus if the play is to
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Effects of War Upon International features in a pretty chorus girl are
the government in less famous spots trm
-t
ui
Tf jertain things must be removed
Conventions
and Upon Private Con- her eyes and her smile. I have M
S5.- -A
D,
Washington.
April
C,
sentence
and
mutation of their client's
Thomas Willing Balch, of ways believed that the quintessence
for protection, their place can with ine governor will thereupon decide! flht over the Roosevelt "harvester tracts"
out detriment be supplied by dupli whether it shall be presented to the trust" correspondence occurred in the Philadelphia, on "The Marine Belt of a pretty girl is made up of the
houses
t following
that all the women in the
catwe, and some.at least,
te late today. Senator Bristow W e Questions of Territorial
Tt Is understood
executive council.
Stock-favo- r house
should
H.
Admiral
Rear
nn be restored judiciously. Unluck
Charles
say "isn't she pretty'
Wicker-!
in'
attacked
General
Attorney
one point that will be urged
ily, all this costs, and the government
with theton- President of George Washington and all the men "isn't she a stunner."
of commutation is the fact that sham for not submitting
lust now has little money to spare Richeson's confession saved the sitate Roosevelt letters the harvester case
.
It is a pity that some way can not the expense of trial. This expense, correspondence of the Taft adminishe found to overcome the patriotic
Senator Clark of Wyoming
It Is estimated, would have amounted tration.
of Italy to accept the help to
defended the attorney general, saying
fully J45,O00.
of foreigners.
any other correspondence would have
But for this obstacle a beginning
Dr. Evans.
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It seems to have represented a higher ing and Mansfield in Newark. Since
and how
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the
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you that
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In the few explorations made lead
glad to let you have a $1 bottle on our
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mat
cost you
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guarantee
Professor Walsteln and other archaae-ologist- s of the organization
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Known SKin spei)r. Holmes, tne
unless
find
it does thenothing
work.
writes: "I am convinced that the For thatyoumatter that
to oelleve that in Hercula-nen- ly changed. Four of last year's clubs, today. The circuit has been enlarg- clalist
a
trial
bottle for 25c
com- D.D.D. Prescription is as much a specific ought to be enough to
provo
absolutely
the world may look for invalu- Lancaster, Springfield, Piqua and ed to eight clubs this year and
merlts of the remedy.
Ard
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SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH
REGULAR RETAIL. VALUE. StE.OO
and oar
We parchSMd nevenl carloads of tbla beautiful dinner-warmanufacturer to give as an exclusive design
large purchase enabled the
''advertising
and a very low price, We are charging part of the coat
only ask yon to pay a percentage of the actual coat of the
expense,"la and
ot a beautiful "Cosmos" design and cannot be dupUoatedjm
seClt forleaa
than 114 in any retail china store. It la guaranteed by both
quality
LARABBB'S
Flour. Bend us Are
erS'uYcVnplve'aacltof
money order, and we will
express Address
and ei.MIn cash, draft, postal or frefeht.
and reSnTyoo one Torthese beautiful setsofbythe
Larabee flour coupons
mittance to The dhlnaBeDepartment
sure to write your name and address PlsudJ- Hutchinson, Kansas.I.ABABEE'8
Flour are also good for Rogers' Slrferwr
The coupone in
and other valuable premiums. Ask for descriptive circular.
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"Mighty-Good-
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ALL GROCERS

FOR
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Try a Sack You'll Like it.
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that

Flour that makes Baking a Delight

-MILLED

ONLY INSTITUTION OF ITS KIND.
New York,
April 25. Governor
Woodrow Wilson, Mrs. Grover Cleve-

land and a number of other well
known persons interested in the work
of the Tuberculosis Preventorium for
Children today attended the formal
new
opening of the Institution's

at Farmingdale, N. J.
The preventorium is the only Institution in the country where the children of' tuberculosis parents are
cared for until their tenement homes
have been made safe for their return.
It is estimated that it has saved 400
tenement children from developing
tuberculosis in the last two years.
$150,000 home

1912
SHOWING OF NEW WAISTS
COLONIAL

jus-tic,-

PUMPS
All Sizes
Suede & Patent

A Big Host of Them here - all
show tfce newest ideas brought
forth for this Spring. Beyond
doubt the greatest showing of
White Waists ever displayed in
Las Vegas. We are justly proud
of them and ask you to inspect
their good qualities. Prices

White Nu Buck
High

Shoes

and
PUMPS

$1.25 TO $10.00

About Boy's Suits

a

3 to 17

.

year Sizes

'

,0w

o-

f,

These suits have won so excellent a reputation in the past
that it is enough to say that the
standard of style, fit and workmanship is maintained even
better in some particulars. All
the new ideas are to be found
in these 1912 Boy's Suits
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PREPARING FOR WAR

and Mrs. Oliver of Gallup were
visitors in Las Vegas today.
George L. Wlnourn of Shoemaker,
was in Las Vegas today on business.
D. 8. Dunn of Solano, was In Las
Vegas yesterday and today on business.
O. C. Bobbins of Gross Kelly and
Company, went to Santa Fe this afterMr.

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man woo knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store Is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if w fill your

WINTERS DRUG

CO.

We Are Agents

May Fashion Sheet
Given Away

IOC ONLY.

Hoffman

I Graubarth

POPULAR PRICED STORfi'

THE

Phone Main 104.
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SUNDAY DINNER

I

1 REGULAR DINNER

35o
Finest

A La Carte Bill in the

BARNES & RUSH,

NEW

1

CAMPANILE

State.

Props.

DEC I DAT ED

Venice, April, April 25. Tens of
thousands of people witnessed the sol
emn blessing today of the recon
structed Campanile of St. Mark's
Not only the people of Venice, hut
hundreds from the provinces of Italy
and from neighboring countries Join
ed in making the event one of inter
national importance. Interest was
added to the occasion by the presence
of King Victor Emmanuel and Queen
Helena. Senators and deputies of
the Italian parliament were present
in numbers, while the Vatican was
represented by a distinguished dele-ea- t
ion headed by several memhers of
the college of cardinals.
The Campanile which was dedicat
ed loday is a perfect reproduction in
every detail of the old one destroyed
on July 14, 1902. Ihe old tower was
one of the famous structures of the
world. For centuries it stood as a
visible reminder of the time when
the Venetians dop,nated the- - arts
and commerce of lie world. It be
gan as a water tower before the
Christian age was in its teens, and
with
developed into a bell tower,
bells ringing fo$h ai ,be first hint
of danger, and latterly was considered a. part of St. Mark's cathedral.
Today the tower stands just as before. Its restoration has occupied almost ten years and is considered hy
architects and engineers as a most
remarkable acbievcnent The bronze
statues and the famous gates are
again in place, the whole loggia has
been restored, and the great bronze
angel, 16 feet high, looks down again
from the pinacle of thp structure. At
10 o'clock this morniiig, as a fitting
prelude to the dedication ceremonies,
the chimes were rung. Tears glistened in the eyes of the Venations as
they gathered In the square of St
Mark's and heard the old familtat
sounds for the first time in almost r
decade. Of the Ive bells in the re
stored Campanile four are new and
were presented to St. Mark's hy Pop
Plus X.

Pivt

25, 1812.

TONNAGE SHOWED

"INJUN" SMITH IS

A REMARKABLE

TO RETURN TO

INCREASE

VEGAS

WATCHES
INGERSOLL
INGERSOLL JUNIOR

-

LA8T
MEMBER
GAIN
OF
MADE
OF 76 POPULAR
RAILROADS
YEAR'S MAROONS EXPECTS
PER CENT FROM 1900
TO 1910
TO COME BACK

$1.00
$2.00

$2.00
$0.00

MIDGET

EQUITY (Walthatn)

Standard Railroad Watches sold to Railroad
Employees on monthly installments.

If the management of the Las VeThe bureau of railway economics
at Washington has compiled an elab- gas Maroons, and Louis Smith can
orate statistical table of the railroad come to terms the big "Injun," who
for is at the present time with the Louisbusiness of Ihe United States
Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician.
U10, the latesi year for which the ville American Association tteam, will
Las Vegas, New Mexico.
figures are available. The table shows become a member of the Meadow City
.that there were transported that year crew for the coming season. Smith is
more than 1,000.000,000 tons of freight playing as lnfielder utility man with
an Increase of 76 per cent over the the Colonels, having made good in
that capacity, but he has written to
tonnage of 1900.
and alfo to
in transportation nec- several friends here
increase
This
is
Rebel Army
Growing
means a remarkable increase James S. Duncan, Jr., assistant manJimenez, April 25. General Pascual essarily
in production. Some of the gain can ager of the Maroons, stating that he
Orozoo, chief of all the rebels, re
i)o accounted for and definitely locat- - is desirous of hooking op with the
Chihuahua.
from
here
today
ported
without difficulty. It appears in Las Vegas aggregation for this year.
Thls!pl1
bringing with him 600 men.
recorded output of cereals, coal, Smith's work with the Maroons last
the
to
force
rebel
up
brings the total
won him a place In the hearts
about 6.000 men, stretching from here- iron, cement, sugar, cotton and a long year
local fans and nothing would
of
the
commodities.
other
list,
of
tomorrow
will
Orozco
to Kscalon.
For instance, there was a gain of suit them better than to see him again
make an inspection of all rebel soltons in Iron ore pro- don the Meadow City uniform. Smith
diers, prior to leading them Into bat obout 25,000,000
a large
part of the is in fine condition, having played
tie. General Emilio Campa, who was duction, and
after uply Is carried by rail or the whole ball on the 'oast all winter, after
detached from his command
has or a part of the journey Horn mine to which he " d out with the Chicago
federals
Parral
his defeat at
by
Cubs, who farmed him out to the
been retcred and is now south of smelter. Other fractions for the
In transportation are to.be Loulsvll'e team,, with the privilege
pain
In
All
the
s,re with his army.
boys
of rec ' ing him.
ibel ranks were weeded out last iound in the carriage of itopig iron from
Smith has made good with the Kenmill, and
melii'r to foundry or
night and will be sent hack to their
finishas
from those establishments,
tucky team from the start in the caphomes.
ed or partly lliished products, to oth acity of utility man, but he says that
er points. The various destinations he is desirous of being In the game
Federals Retake Huitzilac
Is not satisfied
The retaking to flnal consumers account for other all of the time and
Mexico City, April 2
the bench half of the
with
of
the
playing
fractions
gain
fed
of Huitzilac, state of Morelos, by
The increase in raw cotton was ap time. In the association the 'Injun"
erals last Monday, after an artillery
500.000 tons.
Part of has been slugging the hall in old
uroximatelv
Distributing
bombardment, cost the Zapatistas 200
ral1 to Prte for time style, and is a valuable player
Agents
men killed, according to reports re- - th,s wa carried h?
WAGONS
i ne remainaer was in the position for which he Is signceived here today. The loss of fed- shipment aDroad.
of
ed.
Smith
is
from
too,
American
Then,
capable
mills,
eral troops is officially given as eight shipped to
which it was again shipped by rail holding down practically any Job out
men killed.
as a nnisnea proauci to centers oi of the nine.
Reports from Nieves, in the depart
In
Last year, when not on the mound
ment of Zacatecas, say that 150 reb wholesale distribution for dispatch
an fro the Maroons, he was playing secIMPLEMENTS
Thus
to
retailers.
smaller
parcels
els have surrendered and accepted
itons of a given com ond or first base, or, if the occasion
million
original
amnesty. Telegrams say San Bias,
movements demanded, In the outfield. At his
on the west coast, Is In danger of fall- modify may in its various
million tons of gain best Smith as a twirler is hard to
several
represent
ing into rebel hands.
VEHICLE
in the total of tonnage transportation beat, and last year on the Initial sack
SADDLES
Full Line of
waa a star. "Chief" Lockhart has
he
for
The
carrying
average
charge
HARNESS
SEEDS
Furious Battles Raging
one ton one mile in 1900 was .729 ot already been signed for this season
Tucson, Ariz., Ajril 25. The battle
in- and the fans will welcome the signing
between federals under General Itur-b- a cent, and In 1910 .753; but this
of the of the chief's mate, Smith, for these
a
covers
crease
only
portion
and the rebels near Zuliacan, capi
cost due to higher tw olads certainly do travel welel total of Sinaloa, was still in progress greater operative
to greater gether.
to
employes,
wages
paid
today, according to advices reaching
to
here. The federals are outnumbered cost of materials and supplies and
taxation.
heavier
but have better arms. The message
Economies of operation have been ANTHRACITE MINERS
says the rebels are looting right and
after the meeting of the general com of one per cent when the price ot
effected
by the use of more powerful
left.
coal was advanoed five cents a ton
mittees on May 2.
caAt Tepic, advices stated, a battle locomotives and of cars of greater
Uw
above the $4.50 basis at tidewater, M
committee
If
the full
approves
REACH AGREEMENT
between 2,000 rebels with three ma pacity. The tractive power of locoA four year agreement Is"
abolished.
the
proposed
report
In
chnie guns and a force of federals, motive in 1900 Is not reported, but
agreement will have to be ratified by reported. The miners asked for a one
1902 It was 768,502,779, ' as compared
occupying the city, .raged all last
the miners before it can be pot into year arrangement
1910. This means WILL
RETURN TO WORK, HAV-INnight. The federals were greatly out- with 1,588,894,480 in
This probably will be done at
Nothing has yet ben made publi
effect
mamore
more
and
both
powerful
SETTLED SATISFACTORnumbered, but, because of the barriantbracit
of
the
convention
a
three
regardlngHbe demand for a redact:'! i
ILY WITH OPERATORS.
cades erected within the city, had chines. The number employed was
of
hours, recognition of the union ot
districts.
1910.
in
in
1900, and 58,947
been able to hold off the attacking 37,563
Is expected that It the agreement the minor demands.
It
1902 there were 1,546,101 freight
In
forces.
Philadelphia, April 25. Confirma- is
ratified the 170,000 men who have
cars with an average capacity of 28 tion of the
report that anthracite min- been idle since
HAVE YOU MONEY
1910 there
were
In
2,135,121
tons.
April 1, will return to
ers and operators had reached an
Orozco Is Denounced
on good first mortgages on
To
loan
10.
36
It Is possible that
wrok by May
EI Paso, Tex., April 25. Braulio cars with a capacity average of
agreement in settlement of their dis- the executive
and
ranch property T We can
city
three
the
of
committee
1900
seven
In
about
were
tons.
There
as to wages and hours of labor
Hernandez, the rebel "minister" to
pute
at 10 per cent at once
$2,500
Naplace
anthracite districts headed by
cars for every mile of line in was
in a statement front
Washington who was arrested there freight
given
today
the
where
la ample and the
security
or
1910
tional
President
John
nine
White, may
nearly
on a charge of conspiracy to smuggle the country, and in
the office of President Baer. The der the workers back at an
party good. Phone or call Invest50 per cent greater
data
of
cars
early
nearly
arms and ammunition into Mexico,
statement reads:
cars
The
report, it ii ment and Agency Corpn., Main 40.
and who was brought back here yes- carrying capacity. Passenger
"Mr. George F. Baer, the chairman
to
features: George A. Fleming, Manager.
number
contains
the
from
in
34,713
increased
following
said,
terday, today wrote a letter to Genseat- of the operators' commute, has IsA 10 per cent wage increase. The
of
the
but
47,095,
average
figures
eral Pascual Orozco expressing dissued a call for a meeting of the gen- miners asked for 20
GEORGIA TOWN BURNING.
are not reported.
per cent. The
agreement with the tetter's policies, ing capacity
Columbus, Ga
April 25. Several
Ameri eral committee ot operator and min- board of conciliation, created by the
The
record
that
the
shows
resigning as "minister" and as a gen
New
on
In
ers'
residence secthe
ork
blocks
in
representatives
principal
af.more
commission
can people travel
anthracite coal strike
frequently
eral.
than they did ten years ago and that May 2, to act on the report of tb ter the strike of 1902, with some mod- tion of Columbus were destroyed by
they make longer journeys. The num- subcommittee having unanimously ifications, is continued. The miners fire today, which. late this afternoon
submitted a recommendation of con acked for a more convenient and in- was unchecked. The loss so tar Is
DAWSON COMING fHERE ber of revenue passengers carried in dltions
looking to an adjustment.'
1900 was 576,831,251 and in 1910 it
formal system of adjusting local estimated at more than a quarter of a
The terms and conditions ot thii grievances. The sliding scale by million dollars. Water pressure is
This statement inwas
WITH A SPECIAL TRAIN cludes some duplication, but probably report will not he made public until which the men were given an increase low and dynamite may he used.
not eough to affect results materially.
The average number of trips, long or
JOHN80N-FLYNBOUT TICKET8 short and
Including commuters, has
HERE ALREADY IN GREAT
increased from 7.50 to 10.56 for each
DEMAND.
of us, man, woman and child.
Capital Paid in
Surplus
On the same basis the average num
Las Vegas people who intend to at- ber of miles traveled in a year has
$100,000.00
$50,000.00
tend the championship boxing contest risen from 211 in 1900 to 351.6 in 1910,
between Jack Johnson and Jimmie while the average length of Journey
Flynn for the heavyweight champion- has extended from 27.8 miles to 33.5
ship of the world would do well to The average train carries only 56 pas
make their seat reservations at once, sengers, but that is a gain from the
J. M. CUNMNOHAH. PreAidntl ! l
HOSKINS, Cathtor.
FRANK SPRINGER.
, SJ g
as the requests for seats are coming 41 of ten years ago.
In rapidly and it will not be long beThe passenger revenue for the en
fore all the choice reservations have tire country averages slightly less
been sold. Charles O'Malley, the a than two cents a mile, a small reducINTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
Ipromoter, this morning received tion since 1900. The much better sera telegram from Dawson requesting vice today in both freight and passen-gerge- r
that a block of 600 seats immediately
departments costs no more
back of the ringside section be re- than the service of ten years ago
served. The message was from Fraz-ie- r when comparison is made on a basis
and Bradley, who assert that the of unit averages. There are now
Dawson fans are planning to run a about 1,500,000 employes, an increase
special train here on the day of the of 500,000 in ten years.
contest. O'Malley says tnose persons
RIOTS IN LOUISIANA
who wish seats reserved should ap-
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Herman C. Ilfeld, of the Charles
llfeld company, went to Santa Fe
this afternoon on a short business

Remember, all patterns

APRIL

WRITE

111.

FREE

THURSr,

COAL AMD WOOD

itor in Las Vegas today, having arrived from he Gatp City last ntgnr
this
Mrs. Cecil Haslett returned
afternoon from a short visit with
friends and relatives in Hoer Island.

Patterns.

ARE BESTRENU-

Panaacola, Fla., April 25. AU of
;he mortars and navy guns at Forts
Pickens and McRee have been put
out of commission, and the soldiers
here and at Fort Barancas, are being
put through infantry tactics. They go
thrdugh skirmish and extended order
drills two hours or more every day.
Long marches along the beach are
included.
It is the general opinion
that preparations are being made to
take the field on notice similar to
the movement to the Mexican border
some months ago.

City and Des Moines, la.
R. F. Rohrer, of the Topeka Mica
went to Santa Fe
Mining company,
this afternoon on train No. 1.
J. W. Bowden of Raton, was a vis-

for the

PUT THROUGH
OUS DRILLS

J. A. Keene, son of Jeff Keene, is
expected to arrive from Ohio in sev
eral days.
Adolfo Baca left yesterday after
noon for Albuquerque where he ex
pects to locate.
J. C. Walker arrived last night from
his home in Deming and waa here to
day on business.
Dr. M. D. Glbbs, a physician and
pharmacist of Roy, was in Las Vegas
today on business.
John W. Condon retuiued this af
ternoon 'from a short trip to Kansas

Phone Mu:i

New Idea

ING

noon.
H. B. Roeder of Albuuerue, came in
last night from the Duke City on

prescription.

IN FLORIDA

bOLDIERS

DAILY OPTIC,

trip.
John Westfall, justice of ye peace
in Solano arrived last night from
his home oh a short business trip to
Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Kearney and
Hector Kearney came in today from
their ranch near Watrous in their
touring car.
M. Hertleln, who has been a
at the Santa Fe hospital for several months, left today tor his home
in Topeka, Kan.
Mrs. William Praeger
and her
daughter, Miss Lena Praeger, weru
in Las Vegas today from their home
at the Hot Springs.
J. P. Van Houten, a prominent
ranchman of Shoemaker, came In last
night from his ranch and was In Las
Vegas today on business.
A. A. Sena, a member of the mounted police of New. Mexico, returned
this afternoon from a trip in the
northern part of the state.
Max Nordhaus, manager of the
Charles Ilfeld company, was in Albuquerque yesterday visiting the Duke
City branch of the company.
Mrs. J. J. Seudder, who has been
in Las Vegas visiting her daughter,
Mrs. Frank Carroon, lert this afternoon for her home in Vincennes, Ind.
Olsen Shepard, who has been spending the winter in Las Vegas, will leave
Saturday night for St. Louis. He will
go by the way of Denver, stopping off
for a short visit in that city.
Julius Linde, accompanied by his
Bernice Linde, arrived last
son,
night from Denver and was in Las
Vegas today on business. Mr. Linde
was formerly a resident of Las Vegas.
J. M. Kurn, superintendent of the
Westert Grand division of the Santa
Fe, passed through Las Vegas In his
private ear on train No. 1 en route
from his headquarters in La Junta to
Santa Fe. Mr. Kurn was accompanied by Mrs. Kurn.
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Carleton, Jr.,
were visitors in Las Vegas today from
their ranch east of Watrous. Mr.
Carleton, of the Carleton Dry Goods
company of St. Louis, wno is vlist-Inhis son on his ranch, accompanied

g

them to Las Vegas.
Charles V. Kavanuagh, advance
agent of the Ferris Hartman company, producers of "The Campus,"
which is billed at the Duncan opera
house for May 9 was in Las Vegas
today consulting with Duncan and
Browne, managers of the local play
house.
Mrs. J. D. Billingsley arrived last
night from her home in Idaho for a
visit with her sister, Mrs. M. Green.
This is the first time the two sisters
have seen each other In 30 years and
their meeting was a happy one. Mrs.
Billingsley will remain here several
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Mrs. Bertie Hosmer of New York
city, who has been visiting In Las
Vegas for the past week, the guest of
Miss Sadie O'Byrrie, left last night for ply to him at once.
El Baso from whence she will go to
California, traveling over the south THIS WILL INTEREST MOTHERS
ern route. Miss O'Byrne accompanied
Mother
Gray's Sweet Powders for
Children, a certain relief for feverlsh-nesMrs Hosmer to the Pass City.
headache, bad stomach, teething
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bowman ar
move and regulate the bowrived last night from their home in disorders,
els and destroy worms. They break
afBowman
Mrs.
left this
Santa Fe.
up colds in 24 hours. They are so
ternoon for a several days visit in pleasant to the taste childrene like
Ocate and Mr. Bowman went to Mora them. Over 10,000 testimonials. Used
by mothers for 22 years. They never
on business. They wJl return to Ias fail.
Sold by all druggists, 25c. SamVegas for a short visit with Mrs. Bow ple mailed FREE. Address, Allen S.
man's mother, Mrs. Emma Cohn.
Olmsted. Le Roy. N. T.
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Company
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of the Louisiana National Guard left
here today for Delhi, 30 miles east,
where serious trouble between whites
and negroes developed last nigh:.
One negro wa lynched and furthe'
disorder is feared. The trouble
which led to the lynching is attributed to the surllnes and impudence ot
negro flood refugees, many of whoa
have refused to work since the gv'
eminent began distributing free I
ttlons amongst them.

Vegas Servings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00

Office

Wm. G.

with the San Miguel National Bank
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H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
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SYNOPSIS.
CHAPTER
iAwrenoe, son of
Lawrence of Virginia, whose wife
Ju'lge
as
on
perilous mission
by Gen Washington, just after the winder at Valley Force.
CHAPTER H DUrulsed In a British
Uniform arrives within the enemy's line.
CHAPTER m-T- he
Major attends a
Um "Lady of the
T "V?
Ca5.
Rose" from mob. He
fth
later meets
(no girl at a brilliant ball.
CHAPTER
Is
over
and Lawrence Is startedby his
OS1"1
M1tr" Mortimer, urged
(the Lady of
diohuw nose), to make his escape.
CHAPTER
Is detected aa
apy by Captain Grant of the British
fcxmy. who aarees to a duel.
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Continued from Yesterday)

What her strange words might
mean could not be interpreted ; I mate
no attonpt to comprehend. Now I
must find means of escape, and lean
the truth later. I opened the door
cautiously, and stepped without, every
nerre taut, every muscle braced for
action. It was a star-li- t night, and the
numerous rea.r windows of the mansion cast a gla of light for some distance. The dark shadow of a high
fence alone promised concealment,
nd, holding my sword tightly, I crept
to that direction, breathing again more
freely as I reached Its protection unobserved. There was; a guard stationed
before the stable floor a Grenadier,
from the outline of his hat and others, a little group, were sitting on the
grass a dozen feet away. If they had
sot been already warned I might gain
a horse by boldness,
the probability was that here was where Carter
bad mounted bis squad, and I would
merely walk forward Into a trap. I
had better chance the possibility that
ome visitor had loft a hone tied In
front, or to one of the stands. With
this possibility in mind I turned, and
kirted the house, making myself as
inconspicuous as possible. There were
dlers on the outside steps; I heard
.'Mr voices without seeing them, and
v as thus driven to run
swiftly across
tn open space, memory guiding me
'
vard the opposite pavilion. Breath-- i
m, with
heart
beating fast, I
i
tu ned low In the shadow, endeavoring to make out my more Immediate
mi rounding!. There were no horses
here, but I could clearly distinguish,
u stomping of restless hoofs somewhere to the right. As I straightened
up, determined upan discovering anj
empty saddle if possible, the figure of
a man suddenly loomed directly in
In
front, advancing towaM me.
startled surprise I took one step backward, but was too late. Already the
eyes of the newcomer had perceived
my presence, and he sprang forward,
tugging at his sword.
"Hold on there hold on!" he commanded shortly. "Who are you? What
the devil Tire You" skulking about out
here for?"
It was Grant beyond a doubt; I
would recognise the peculiar snarl of
that voloe In a thousand. He had not
Cone upstairs then; had not rejoined
the lady in the dining-room- .
What
would she think of his absence?
What would she do when she realized
Its probable meaning? Someway I was
not frightened, at thus meeting him,
bift glad if those others would only
keep away, and let us settle the affair
between us. Here was his test a
oward would cry out an alarm, summon the guard to his assistance, but,
if the fellow's nerve only held, or If he
hated me badly enough, he'd fight It
out alone. All this came to me In a
flash, and the words of challenge
spoken before he ven grasped the
thought of who I was.
"So I have discovered you, have I?
Why did you fail to keep our appointment within?"
He drew up sharply with an oath,
peering at me through the dark, bewildered by my speech.
"The spy! Ye gods, what luck! Do
you mean to Insinuate I ran away,

bt

1

elr?"

"How else could I Interpret it?" I
questioned coolly, determined to taunt
him to action. "I waited where you
told me till I was tired. Perhaps you
will oblige me by explaining your purpose."
He muttered something, but without
comprehending its purport I went on
threateningly:
"And I think you made use of the
word spy just now. Did you mistake
me for another?"
"Mistake you? No; I'd know you In
hell," he burst forth, anger making his
voice tremble. "I called you a spy, and
you are one, you sneaking night rat
You never waited for me In the par
lor; If you had you'd now be under ar

rest"

waa ths plan?"
"Yes, that was it, Mister Lieutenant
"Oh, so

that

Fortesque."
"Well. Grant," I said stsrnly, "I've
got just one answer to make you. You
can call your guard, or you can fight
It out with me here. Whichever you
choose will depend uoon wbetbpr vou
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mau, or a cur." 1 took a step
nearer, watching him as best I could
in the dark. "You are an unmitigated
liar, sir," and with sudden sweep of
the arm I struck him with open hand.
"Probably you will realize what that
means."
For an instant be remained so still
I doubted him, even held him cheap;
then the breath surged through his
clinched teeth in s mad oath. He
surged toward me, but my sword was
out, the steel blocking his advance.
"You you actually mean fight?"
"Why not? Isn't that cause enough?
If not I will furnish more."
"1 do not fight spies"
"Stop! That silly charge Is merely
an excuse. You do not believe it yourself. You wanted a quarrel yonder In
The expression of your
the
eyes was an Insult. Don't evade now.
I am here, wearing the uniform of the
British army. I have every right of a
gentleman, and you will cross swords,
Dr 111 brand you
coward wherever
there is an English garrison."
I saw the sudden flash of his drawn
olade, and flung up my own In guard.
"Walt; not here, Captain," I insisted
Quickly. "We're far too near your
watchful friends yonder; besides the
light is poor. Let's try our fortunes
beyond the pavilion, where It can be
simply man to man."
He turned without a word, and I followed, eager enough to have done
with the business. The stars gleamed
on the naked weapons held in our
hands, but we exchanged no words
until we had rounded the corner and
some forth Into the open space beball-roo-

yond.
CHAPTER

Vt.

The One hope.
he stopped and faced about, I ar
Instantly baited.
"Perhaps this spot may satisfy your
requirements," he said sarcastically.
"Tis far enough away at least, and
the light Is not so bad."
"It will do," I replied, and threw my
scarlet jacket on the grass. "Strip to
the white, sir, and then we can see
fairly well where to Btrlke. That's better. On guard!"
He came at mtjjlercely enough, confident of his mastery of the weapon,
and,, no doubt, expecting me to prcve
an easy victim of his skill. His first
onslaught, a trick thrust under my
guard, caused me to give back a step
or two, and this small success yielded
I always prehim the
fer that an opponent have. I was
instructed
young, agile,
since early boyhood by my father, a
rather famous swordsman, in the mysteries of the game, yet I preferred that
Grant should deem me a novice. With
this in mind, and in order that I might
better study the man's style. I remained strictly on defense, giving way
slightly o'efore the confident pTay of
his steel, content with barely turning
aside the gleaming point before it
pricked me. At first he mistook this
for weakness, sneering at my parries,
as he bore In with Increasing reckless
ness.
"A club would be more In your line,
I take It, Mr. Lieutenant Fortesque,
he commented sarcastically, "but 111
play with you a while for practice
ah I that was a lucky turn of the wrist!
So you do know a trick or two? Perhaps you have a parry for that thrust
as well! Ah! an Inch more and I'd
have pricked you your defense Is
not bad for a boy! By all the gods, I
tasted blood then now I'll give you a
harder nut to crack!"
I was fighting silently, with Hps
closed husbanding my breath, scarce
ly hearing his comments. Every
stroke, every thrust, gave me Insight
of his school, and instinctively my
blade leaped forth to turn aside his
point. He was a swordsman, stronger
than I, and of longer reach, yet his
tricks were old, and he relied more on
strength than subtlety of fence. He
countered with skill, laughing and
taunting me, until his jeers made me
fight grimly, with fresh determination
to end the affair.
"By God! you have a right pretty
thrust from the shoulder," he exclaimed. "Been out before, I take it.
But I'll show you something you never
learned. Odds, I'll call your boy's
play!"
"Better hold your breath, for youll
need It now," I replied shortly. "The
boy's play Is over with,"
Step by step I began sternly to force
the fighting, driving my point against
him so relentlessly as to hush his
speech. Twice we circled, striking,
countering, fighting, our blades glittering ominously in the starlight, our
breathing labored with the fierceness
of the fighting. Both our swords tasted
blood, he slicing my forearm, I plerc-- j
lng his shoulder, yet neither woundj
sufficed to bring any cessation of effort We were mad now with the fever
of It and struggling to kill, panting'
fiercely, our faces flushed, the perspir
ation dripping from our bodies, our
swords darting swiftly back and1
'
forth. He was my match, and more.
Am

cool-heade-

j

oeen peruuuea to go on
ana, nan
to the end, would have worn me down
by sheer strength.
Suddenly, above
the clash of steel, came the sound of
voices; our blades were struck up, and
ths dark forms of men pressed In be- "Stop It, yon hotheads!" some one
commanded gruffly. "Hold your man,
tolston,' until 1 get at the reason for
this fighting.
Who sre you? Oh,
Grant! What's the trouble now? The
old thing, eh?"
I had no desire to wait his answer,
confident that Grant was sufficiently
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tsr. Tasre's plenty room between Tor
a bold lad to find free passage."
The two fell silent staring out over
the water. They had set mo thinking,

T H
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however, and this knowledge of where'

exactly the Information I most required I had no desire to cross the
Delaware, yet apparently in that direction lay the only remaining avenue
of escape.
At the lower end of the fioat I managed to silently remove my boots, and
then waited, listening to the movements of the men above. I must have
clung there ten minutes, expecting
every moment the party scouring the
shore would return, yet not daring to
make the venture with those fellows
sitting there, and silently gazing out
across the water. At last I heard them
get to their feet, and tramp about on
the flat deck of the barge, the low
murmur of their voices reaching me,
although words were Indistinguishable.
I could hope for no better time. Filling my lungs with air, I sank below
the surface of the river, and then,
rising, struck boldly out Into the full
sweep of the current.
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TI8EMENT8
Five centa per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to oceupy less
space than two
lines. All
advertisements
charged
will be booked at space
actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In sdvance preferred.

Had Gained a Hundred Feet Before
Gaby Leslys is to make an
Those Behind Ms Had Grasped the ed tour of America later on.
Meaning of My Unexpected Flight
Lewis Waller is to make a
angry to blurt out everything he knew. of "Henry V." in New York.
They were all facing his way, actuCharles Dickson's next play
ated by the recognition. Breathless tailed an "American Girl."
still, yet quick to seize the one and
Va'erie Berger is going to
only chance left, I grabbed up my
stock
company to Honolulu.
and
Into
from the

M.

t

A. F.

sY

N. O. Herman, W.
Secretary- -
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will re
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don.

Margaret Anglin denies the report
with Robert Man-telher

l.

(Chas.

jOlular
Vsw day in

sonic Tentple
Boucher. 8. C;
corder.

each month

at

7:80 p. m.
Chas. Tamane.

Ma-

CD.
Re

month at Masonic
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t

7:10 p

m- -

Tem- M-R-

-

Williams, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

E.

Liebsoh-

-

nler, Chan eel lor
Commander. Harry
Martin, Keeper of
Records and Seal.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In Che forest of broth art?
love at Woodmen of the
Worts
hall, on the second and fourth FYi
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Cist
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visit

lng neighbors are especially
come and cordially Invited
B. P. O.

ELKS Meets second aa
fourth Tuesday evening of ease
month at O. R- C. hall.
Visions
brothers are cordially Invited. Ges
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W
Condon, Secretary.

RAN8F0RD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and third Fridays in
Mason) o Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge F. O.
E. Meets first and third TuesWorthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
day
evenings each month, at Wood
120
Main
829.
Secretary. Phone
WANTED
man hall. Visiting Brothers cor
Position by good clerk,
Grand avenue.
general merchandise or groceries.
dially Invited to attend. A. M.
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, SecSpeaks English and Spanish, can FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
NO.
handle the trade.
retary.
J. s.,
102 Meets every Monday night at
Apply
Abiqulu. N. M.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
8 o'clock.
DENTISTS.
Visiting members are
WANTED Girl for cooking and gen
cordially welcome, B. E. Gehring,
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
eral housework. Apply 1027 Eighth president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
Dentist
street
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
Suit 4, Crockett Building. Has paeni
WANTED A few boarders, private KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC
at office and residence.
board. 924 Columbia.
NO. 804. Meets second and fosr
Phone Main
351.
Thursday In O. R. C. hall.
ATTORNEYS
Visiting members are e
WANTED Girl for general
dially invited. W. R. Tipton. 6. v
house
HUNKER A HUNKER
B. P. Mackrl. F. S.
small
I.
work,
family. Mrs.
Geo H. Hunker
Chester A. Hunks
Appel,
1011 Eighth street.
Attorneys at Law.
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
New Marks
Las Vexas.
WANTED Dining
1. Meets every Monday evening at
403
roop
girl.
Railroad.
their baH on Sixth street. All visitLOCAL TIME CARD
ing brethren cordially Invited to atWANTED To rent, strong
tend. J . D. Fiidenstine, N. G.;
sound
EA8T BOUND
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. El wood,
buggy horse month or (two. May
Arrive
buy. Address, W. S. A., Optic office.
Karl
Wertz,
Treasurer;
Secretary;
No. 2
9:10 p. m.
8:16 p.
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
11:10 p.
No. 4. .. .11:06 p m.
OPTIC'8 NUMBER, MAIN

revival

Visiting Knights are
invited.
cordially

LAS VEGA8 CO M MAN DER Y, NO. Z,
TEMPLAR
Reg
VX4KNIGHT8
conclave second Tues--

0XtiB
fckV4J

extend-

EL
1,
NO.
DORADO LODGE
PYTHIAS
OF
Meets
KNIGHTS
very Monday evening in Castle Hall.

B. R. Murray,

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. , ROYAL
convoca-tlo- n
ARCH MASONS-Reg- slar
first Monday In each

for
Ohapine has been
the "Rose of Panama" company.
Percy Haswell is to have another
summer stock oompa.iv in Toronto.
Robert Loraine is 'o make a revival cf "Man and Superman" In Lon-

of

NO.

Bscuhur co
munleatkm first and
third Thursday in onel
month. Vetting broth
era cordially invited
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the British pickets were stationed was

(To

grass,
sprang
jacket
the darkness. I had gained a hundred
feet before those behind grasped the
meaning of my unexpected flight, and
then the tumult of voices only sent
me flying faster, realizing the pursuit.
The only open passage led directly
toward the river, and I raced through
the black night down the slope as
though all the fiends of hell were after me. I heard shouts, oaths, but
there was no firing, and was far
enough ahead to bo Invisible by the
time I attained the bank. An open
barge lay there, a mere black smudge,
and I stumbled blindly across this,
dropping silently over Its side Into ths
water. It was not thought, but breathless Inability to attempt more, which
kept me there, clinging to a slat on
the side of the barge, so completely
submerged In the river, as to bo invisible from above. Swearing fiercely, my .pursuers stormed over the
barge, swinging their swords along
the edges to be sure I was not there.
One blade pricked me slightly, but I
held on, sinking yet deeper into the
stream. I could see the dim outline
of heads peering over, but was not discovered. The same gruff voice which
had Interrupted the duel broke through
the noise:
"I tell you he turned to the left; I
saw him plainly enough.
What did
you say the fellow's name was.
Grant?"
"How do I know? He called himself
Fortesque."
"Sure; the same one Carter was
sent out hunting after. Well, he
dodged down there among those coal
sheds. This Is the only way he could
have disappeared so suddenly. Come
t.
on, all of you, except Moore and
and we'll beat the shore."
!Tri'rathem scramble "across to the
bank, but there were sounds also
proving the guards left behind were
still on the deck above me. Then ope
of the fellows sat down on the edge of
the barge, his feet dangling within a
few inches of my head.
"Might as well take It easy, BUI," he
said lazily. "They're like to be an
hour layln' hands on the lad, an' all
we got to do is see he don't fox back
this way. Got any tobacco, mate?"
The other must have produced the
necessary weed, for there was a scraping of flint and steel, a gleam of fire
glinting on the water, and then the
pungent odor wafted to me in puff of
smoke. With one hand, I unbuckled
my sword belt, letting It, sword and
I
all, sink silently into the river.
must cross to the opposite bank somehow, and would have to dispense with
the weapon. Inch by inch, my fingers
gripping the narrow slat to which I
clung, I worked slowly toward the
sfcern of the barge making not so
much as a ripple In the water, and
keeping well hidden below the bulge
of the side. The voices above droned
along In conversation, of which I
caught a few words.
"Who was he? You mean the lad
they're after down yonder? Oh, I mind
now, you came up later after we'd
started the chase. Holy Mother, I
don't know much myself, now I come
to think of It He looked like a Britisher, what I saw of him, an' he was
flghtin' with a Captain of Rangers
Grant was the name; maybe you know
the man? behind one of the stands."
"They'll never get him," returned
the other solemnly.
"Because It's my notion he swum
for It. I was closest down the bank,
an' somethln' hit the water."
"But them's the Jerseys over yon- der; If he was a Bpy he'd be headin'
the other way."
"It's little he'd think of the way
with the gang of us yelpin' at his
heels. Besides, there's plenty of bis
kind over in those Jerseys who'd take
good care of the likes of him."
"But there's a guard stationed
across yonder."
"Pish, a corporal's squad. Just about
opposite at the ferry landln', an' a
company of Yagers down at Glpues- -
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Wanted

Pione-buildin- g.

The novel of "The Hungry Heart,"
by David Graham Phillips, has been
dramatized.
Harry Lauder Is to play an American engageemnt this season and the
coming one.
Wilton Lackaye Is to appear in
vaudeville In a playlet called "Quits,"
by Hall McAllister.
Gertrude Hoffman has sailed for
Europe to secure a new piece for a
summer run In New York.
Robert Hllllard, In "A Fool There
1:15 a. m
1:25 a. a
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545, No. 8
Was," is completing a coasMo-coas- t
2:10 p.
p. m
I. O. of B B. Meets every
first No. 10
tour under Klaw and Erlanger.
H. V. Esmond, the noted English FOR RENT Six room house, partly
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
WE8T BOUND
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
dramatist has written a new three-ac- t furnished, Irrigated garden. On car
10
line.
NO. 1
month.
are
Cutler
1:46 PVTS"
m.
o'clock
brothers
Fanper
"A
l . M V. m
called
Man's
p.
Young
Visiting
play,
Brothers.
6:10 a. m
6:15 p. n.
Isaac Appel, No. 3
corrK.'.lly invited
cy."
No. 7
4:40 p. m
4:50 p. rn
A new operetta, called "The Frolics
President; Charles Greenclay,
No. 9
room
6:35 p. m
7:00 p.
furnished
of Gabrielle," Is to be given In London FOR RENT Two
house. 921 Lincoln avenue.
soon. The composer In a Viennese.
Taylor Holmesv the young come
dian of "The Million," is to star under FOR RENT 3 rooms for housekeep
the management of Henry W. Savage.
ing, Data and toilet. Call at Optic.
VMS lbs. or Mors, Each Delivery
20c per 100 Iks
lbs. to 2,00s lbs. Bash Delivery
2fo
i,m
per 100 Ike.
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
208 lbs. ts 1,008 lbs. East Delivery
Ms per 1M lbs.
Of Pauline Graaf, deceased.
N lbs. to 208 lbs. Each Delivery
40s per 108 lbs.
State of New Mexico, County of San FOR SALE Strictly new A-- l fumed
Less Than 60 lbs. Each Delivery
60s per 100 lbs.
oak and leather furniture. Wilton
Miguel.
and Brussels rugs. Inquire L. C.
Office of the Probate Clerk, Countj
of San Miguel, N. M.
Witten, Chas, Iifeld Co.
6t
To all whom it may concern, greeting
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
You are hereby notified that the 6tb FOR SALE Iron framed fish aquari
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
um, Inquire 1001 Seventh street.
day of June, A. D. 1312, has been
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
fixed by the honorable probate court,
in and for the county ana state afore- FOR SALE Gentle saddle pony. 905
National avenue. Willie Goke.
said, as the day to prove the last will
and testament of said Pauline Graaf,
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
deceased.
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
In testimony whereof, I have Herefilled till July l. Mrs. M. E. Stevunto set my hand and affixed the seat
ens, Humboldt. Kansas.
of the probate court this 4th day of
1912.
D.
April A.
LORENZO DELGADO,
For rheumatism you wili find noClerk of the Probate Court.
thing better than Chamberlain's Lin!
ment. Try It and see how quickly
it gives relief. For sale by all deal

For Rent
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RETAIL PRICES

for Sate

AGUA PURA COMPAlNY

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

NOTICE.

of State Engineer,
Santa Pe, N. M.,
April 5, 1912.
Number of Application 653.
Notice Is hereby given that on the
4th day of April, 1912, in accordance
with Section 26, Irrigation Law of
1907, Dawson Railway Company of
El Paso, County of El Paso,
State of Texas, made an appll
cation to the State Engineer of New
Mexico for a permit to appropriate
from the public waters of the State
of New Mexico.
Such appropriation is to be made
from Sauz Creez, at a point s. 25, t
23 n., r. 24 e., by means of storage
and one cu. ft. per sec. and 724 acre
feet Is to be conveyed to reservoir
from creek and there used for Rail
way Water Supply.
The State Engineer will take this
application up for consideration on
the 5th day of July, 1912, and all per
sons who may oppose the granting of
the above apltcatlon must file their
objections substantiated with affidavits with the State Engineer and copy
with applicant on or before that date
Department,

CHARLES

D. MILLER,

State Engineer.

Classified ads. search out thepeople to whom among al
the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell isWORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
of those who MIGHT BUY

WHY HE WAS LATE
"What made you so late?"
"I met Smithson."
"Well, that is no reason why you
should be an hour late getting home
to supper."
"I know, but I asked him how ht
was feeling, and he insisted on tell

'ng me about his stomach trouble.'
"Did you tell him to take Chamber
Iain's Tablets?"
'"Sure, that is what he needs." Sold
by all dealers.

Don't be surprised if you have an
attack of rheumatism this spring.
Just rub the affected parts freely
with Chamberlain's Liniment and it
will soon
disappear. Sold by all
dealers.
Kids in school have the sympathy
the Giants. When the National
league champs fail to deliver the
goods, McGraw keeps the team on the
field after the regular game, and compels them to go through an hour's
practice.
of

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

r

Ij have removed from (03 East Lincoln to
522 Sixth Street and will be
pleased to meet

new as well as old customers.
I am showing all the lattst, newest and nobbiest patterns for the spr ng season. I guarantee you satisfaction in fit and workmanship. Trimmings of tjie best New York
styles all the time.

CHICHESTER S PILLS
I
BSUn
rill. In R,d and Hold mllteVlW
boxji, iraled with Blue Ribbon. V
T.Le
yeni

. other.

It nown

SMBi

u Best,

Bsjr or roar

V

Siftst.
Reliable
DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
Al wits

LOOK AND READ!

L

CHAS. LEWIS, Tailor

f
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25,
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THE OPTIC DOES JOB PRINTING.
The Optic's Job Department is Equips
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.

DO YOU NEED BUSINESS
OR CALLING CARDS;

The Optic Can Furnish Them,

DO YOU NEED OFFICE

x

stationery;

x

The Optic Can Furnish it.

ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A

PUBLIC SALE Mr. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills.
Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish You Withs Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results.

Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?

--

The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can

A-

lways be Obtained of The Optic.

s

The

Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial

Sr.

2

Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery.

X

3
3

Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB.

The Optic Publishing Co.
PHONE MAIM

2.

EIGHT

LAB

CHEESE
Junt n
I

Neufchatel,

.07

.08
LunchCheese, Circle Brand, Each
Frontage De Camembert, Crcle Brand, per Box .27

MILWAUKE

hare for your selection

BRICK

GENUINE

DOMESTIC

IMPORTED

SWISS

(iORGONZOLA

and
FULL

CREAM CHEESE

Ike Davis
THE CASH GROCER.

NOT TOO LATE
To Plant Your Garden
We Ha ve all

the Garden

SEEDS
the
SEEDS
Also all

Flower

Let us have your order

...NOW...

Jm

H.

Stearns

GROCER.

Jefferson Reynolds President
Hal'ett Reynolds Ceshier
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
Devis Vice President

E. D. Reynolds Vice President

Stephen

B.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undividbd Pkofits $35,000
Our Depositors Receive Every- Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on

LOCAL NEWS

Co.

Time Deposit

THURSDAY,

APRIL

28,

musical treat May 9, at Duncan
opera house. AH artists. Schubert
Concert Co.
Finch's Golden Wedding Kye. aged
the wood. Direct from distillery
to you At the Lobby, of course.

here Thurs-

In

Try a dnu of Old Taylor bourbon
the Opera Bar

112.

UNUSUAL

A

May 9, don't forget the date.

Schubert Concert

iOMlC,

Good paying business for sale
cheap. Hearth reason. P. O. Box 262

day, May 9.

Circle Brand Each

We also

VEQA8 DAILY

CONCERT AT

Lace-Curtain-

For

S33si"i

THE DUNCAN TONIGHT

on display

hVe

.
i
IOr YOUlAPPruvai an

Spring iyles in

SANTA FE EMPLOYES AND THEIR
FRIENDS LOOKING FORWARD
TO GOOD ENTERTAINMENT

Something entirely out of the usual
Four room houso on
line of Santa Fe reading room enter
,
best location in city
Eighth
ta'.nments, but nevertheless a concert
Good paying business for sale with bath, ulectric lights. prt59 $1XC0. thai promises to be unusually InterN. B. RoMrtherry, Agere
cheap. Health reason. P. O. Box 252.
esting, will be given tonight at the
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Johnso.i moved iiiTi'an opera bouse by the Van Val- The ladies of the O. I. A. of the B. into the house at 818 Fifth street to- kenburg Concert company. The troupe
of L. E. will give a dance at the arValken-burgh- ,
day, their furniture
having arrived is headed by Miss Ellen Van
mory, tonight.
who
most
is
the
as
recognized
Missouri
home
in
their
from
former
woman in Chicago, and
marvelous
yesterday.
who
will
Spanish dance at Rosenthal hall
give wonderful demonFriday the 26th. Admission free, 5
J. S. Buhler, one of the proprietors strations of her memory and of her
cents a dance.
of the original Sanitary barber shop, psychic power, during the concert .toafter being ill several days, was on night
Why pay rent when yoj can buy the Job again today, wielding the
The Chicago Record-Heral- d
of
a home choap and on easy payments.
shears and razor with his usual skill. some time ago, stated that Miss Van
See N. B Roseberry.
Valkenburg can witness a play and
Roy Fagate, one of the clerks in afterwards vepeat word for word
William P. Cook late yesterday af- the Santa Fe superintendent's offices, every utterance of every role and internoon applied at the court house has been appointed Santa Fe agent terpret with accuracy every inflection,
for $2 as bounty on a wild cat killed at Hebron. Mr.
Fugate expects to every gesture and every tone of voice
by him recently near Mineral Hill.
leave for Hebron on Saturday to en- and every detail of the piece staged.
She has demonstrated the truth of
ter upon his new dntles.
Mrs. Ambrosia TJlibarri died yesterthis before audiences in some of the
day afternoon at her home on the
Friends bf Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ell- - largest cities in the country and toWest side, sitter a protracted illness.
have received word from them night will demonstrate her ability to
edge
She is survived by two sons, Jose TJlto the effect that they will leave for the Santa Fe employes and other
ibarri of the Rosenwald store and
Las
Vegas from California on Sunday. playgoers of the Meadow City.
Eduardo Ulibarri who is employed by
Miss Harriett Story MacFarlane, a
and Mrs. Elledge have been
Mr.
M. Friedman.
The body was taken
contralto soloist, accompanied
gifted
Paon
the
month
the
last
this morning to Mrs. TJlitoarri's for- spending
will render
by Miss Ethel Bowen,
coast.
cific
mer home near El Porvenir, where
several numbers and Miss Nellie
burial occurred.
We have a special sale each week, Beck Sanders, a song lecturer, will
analyze old fireside songs.
The funeral of P. J. Kowalsky oc- which means more business and less
The entertainment tonight will be
Is
do
to
business.
aim
Our
curred this morning from the Church profit
witnessed
by a large audience, as the
For Friday and Saturday we offer
Inof the Immaculate Conception.
demand
for
seats has been great. If
terment was in Mount Calvary ceme- Roelofs Smile Hats, worth $3.00, the crowd exceeds the
seating capaIn
home
and
their
$4.00
$3.60
town,
tery. Rev. Father A. Rabeyrolle officity of the Duncan, extra chairs will
for
$2.59.
Taichert's,
Philadelphia,
Veciated at the church and the Las
be placed in the foyers, so there will
gas lodge of the Modern Woodmen of Douglas avenue.
be seats for all.
America held services at the grave.
The town of Las Vegas has opened
Fred Phillips, N. U Nolle, Charles
The Las Vegas Council, No. 804,
Onion, Charles Laemmley, C. E. J. a police headquarters on the Plaza. Knights of
Columbus, will bold Its
Crawford and Harry Dice acted as The police can be found there
regular
meeting
tonight In the 0. R.
In time of necessity. A central
pall bearers.
C. hall. Following the business meetneca
has
been
police headquarters
ing there will be an informal smoker.
C. H. Butcher, who has been in the essity on the West side for several A
large attendance is desired.
ne
The
wtown
administration
employ of the Charles Ilfeld company years.
since December I, 1911, has resigned is planning several other beneficial
his position and cobtempaites
en- innovations.
TELEPHONE OPERATOR
gaging in the poultry and live stock
A booklet announcing the ninth re-- ;
business with his brothers. They
union of the Scottish Rite Masons
SAVES MANY LIVES
probably will locate in southern Ari
of
New
state
the
of
to
be
Mexico,
zona or California and Mr. Butcher
will leave for the southwest
about held In Santa Fe on May 16, 17 and
HER ACTIVITY
MIL
June 1. Mr. Butcher came to Las 18, and containing the program of the THROUGH
BROOK PEOPLE
ESCAPED
celebration
has
been
here.
received
from
atone
where
Vegas
Gap, Va.,
Big
DROWNING IN FLOOD
he was for several years officially The pamphlet is replete with information
the
committees,
regarding
connected with the "Sidnega Coke and
Syracuse, N. Y., April 25. Warned
Coal company, the largest coke and schedules of the degree work and
a telephone operator- - that the
by
matters
other
the
reunion.
regarding
coal producers in the south, and with
Mineville
dam had broken, 600 perthe Interstate Railroad company and
sons
in the valley of
residing
the Appalachian Terminal association
There will be fine music, and with
Essex county, fled to the hills
as purchasing agent.
He was also prospects of a big crowd, everything
connected with the C. M. McClnns? points to a big time at the annual and then watched the torrent wash
their homes away. The breaning of
company of Knoxville, Tenn., whole dance of the G. I. A. of the B. of L.
a lake two
precipitated
sale dealers in hardware and sup- E. at the armory tonight. Music will the dam
miles
a
half
mile
wide
and 60
long,
Mr. Butcher has made many be furnished by the Simison five piece
plies.
friends durin his brief residence here orchestra, and all of the latest airs feet deep, upon the valley and inunwho will regret learn to that he is will bo played.
The floor of the hall dated two villages. The flood swept
to move from the Meadow City.
Is in excellent condition, and there is with it two other dams and three
every reason why ithls should be power plants, causing a damage of
one of the most enjoyable and suc- over $100,000.
That no lives were lost is due to
cessful dances in the history of the
order. The ladies of the society have the quick work of a telephone girl in
sold a large number of tickets and the Port Henry exchange, who notiYOUR SPRING
already a big crowd is assured. Dan- fied the Milhrook valley folk to flee.
HOUSE-CLEANING
The Mineville dam was a new struccing will begin at 9 o'clock.
ture of concrete. It was 60 feet high
and 200 feet wide.
A DANDY CONCERT.
Can be made much lighter
Music hath charms
to soothe a
savage, no doubt; but the Schubert
by sending us your
Club and Lady Ouartett
Symphony
Blankets, small
are not traveling for the express purRugs, etc.
pose of soothing savages. They are
entertaining the music-lovinpublic,
Our charges are reasonable
and In a manner that Is thoroughly
and service prompt.
enjoyable from first to last. Their
Is full of novelty and artistic
program
PRICES ON BLANKETS ARE:
elegance, besides giving our readers
.15
many opportunities to indulge in the
Single Cotton
s
American laugh. If
"
25
Double
to be hapy on the evening
want
you
.25
Single Wool
of May 9 you can be by going to heat
"
this company's entertainment at the
.50
Double
Duncan opera house.
I

We

HOLEPROOF

Sale
sti-oet-

HOSIERY
for whJcowe are Ezclw
svj Agents,
If you w

UBM

OUR

will mice your feet
glad an are stylish

HtUH

MEN WnMry
AND CHILDREN.

Try "Holeproof" Six pairs are GUARANTEED
to wear you Six Months and will cbst no more
than the ordinary hose. We will 4ort the co'
i
lors for you if you desire.

$1.50 for 6 pafrs

M. G FF.hNhhPCZ h
.

.

.

.

If you must iron, why not get some pleasure out
Try one of our electric irons for thirty days
FREE. Once tried, you will never be without an

of it.

ELECTRIC IRON.

Lols Vegas Light & Power Co.
T

WHSl

1

y3
TfffMra!

H

HjPflfcMB

TDiraiNAiirl

an

d

t

he

reasnable

display ever
shown in Las Vegas is
Priced

SANITARY

C. JOHNSEN & SON.

BAKERY GOODS

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

A

trial will convince you

FRESH
TOO LATE TO CLA8SIFY

Shredded Whole Wheat
THE- FINEST, MOST

HYGIENIC

Phone Main

81

617

BS

Round Trip Excursion

On street car, watch charm,
bearing irAtials "U E. H." Call
at Light and Power company's

DAHLIA PLANTING TIME
We have

AT- -

the finest and newest varieties in all colors.
Standard varieties IBo or 2 for 25c
Novelties 25c each.

Rye Bread

Los Angeles
Sao Diego

Also our special collection

The Home of Quality
WeJAlways Have the Best of Everything Eatable.

i

Finger Rolls
Parker House Rolls
Biscuit Rolls

$45,60

San Francisco and return direct

Seattle facoma & other points

35 of

STORE
507 Sixth Strtrt

13

all different

nnnnvr mriniT

SEEDSMEN

&

r

n

for

$100

T

FLORISTS.

J

Cakes. Cookies. Pies.

BOUCHER
"The Store of Satisfaction"

Eg

California & Northwest

White Bread
Cream Bread

Whole Wheat Bread

Call For Sample Package

Rates

Sanitary way)

FOUND

Douglas

HOME FURNISHERS

DAY

they are baked
(in a Sanitary Oven in a

On street car, package In
Santa Fe wrapper. Owner call at
Light and Power company's office.

FOUND

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

EVERY

COMPLETE

i

FOOD IN THE WORLD

THE GRAAF & HAYWARD CO.

i,

-

world-famou-

CLEANEST,

n.

"

s,

g

nt hose that

$50,00
$60.00

Tickets for sale begining Apr. 27th, on special dates
the Summer months. Stop overs allowed in either
For further information. Call on or write.

SO

D. L. BATCHELOR,

Agent.

